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Racial Vandalism Allegedly Directed Toward Palin Springs Principal 
Wednesday. Racial epithets were 
apparently directed at principal 
Ricky Wright. 
'The Black Voice News Black. 
PALM SPRINGS 
Voice News. For 7 years the expulsion rate has 
been disproportionate." 
The Associated Press 
Sixteen seniors were suspended 
and denied graduation privileges for 
allegedly scrawling racial slurs and 
s tringing up a dead cat at P_alm 
Springs High School. 
Besides " Class of 2000" writings 
on windows, swastikas were drawn 
with white shoe polish. Animal 
feces and ketchup were thrown at 
the building and gasoline was 
poured on the lawn outside the 
1,286-student desert campus. 
"This clearly exceeded what one 
might call a senior prank, '' said 
William Diedrich, superintendent of 
the Palm Springs Unified School 
District. 
Joe Be aver, President of the 
Coachella Valley Black Historical 
Society, said he is angered by the 
incident and by the parents and 
community reaction. 
"The hanging of a cat in' effigy 
reflects a lynching of a Black 
person. From 1879 through 188 I , 
2000 lynchings took place, that is 
1,000 people a year .. .lest we forget," 
Beaver explained. 
They sprayed a swastika and 
painted the "N" word. Keep in mind 
the principal is Black. They should 
throw the book at the guilty. They 
are not kids as everyone wants to 
say. They have the makings of a 
Columbine ih Littleton, CO or an 
Oklahoma City bombing. Where do 
you draw the line. Seventeen to 
eighteen year olds should know they 
committed a crime," concluded 
Beaver. 
Eddie Joseph told Black Voice he 
needed more time to put this 
incident in context, "This incident is , 
bigger than what they did. We 're 
interested in seeing how these 
students are going to be disciplined 
in relation to the minority students. 
The students will graduate, but 
they cannot participate in graduation 
ceremonies or attend events like the 
Disneyland all -nigh t party, a 
tradition for graduating high school 
students in Southern California. 
'Tm disappointed. The only thing 
that keeps me halfway positive is 
that I know that's not the feeling of 
most kids at my school," Wright said 
Police were investiga ting the 
incident as a hate crime, which is a 
felon y, Officer Pete Rode said 
School and district officials 
believe Monday 's vandalism and 
slurs were directed at Wright, who is 
"It is a hate crime and beyond a 
serious prank," he 1told the Black See VANDALISM on Page A-8 
Volume 28 Number 19 
Pete Thompson, Jr~ 
Eulogized 
The Black Voice News 
By Cheryl Brown 
There was 
standing room only 
last Saturday, June 
10, as Pete 
Thompson, Jr. was 
eulogized. He died 





born in Arkansas on October 14, 1942 and 
raised in the Riverside community of 
Rubidoux . His parents Pete, Sr. and 
(SugarJ'Girlapher Thompson preceded him 
in death. 
Thompson's funeral was much like his 
life, musical and full of joy. An' 
overflowing crowd came to Mt. Vernon 
Missionary Baptist Church for what his 
cousin Rev. Bernell Butler called his 
homegoing. 
The day was beautiful as friends and 
family said good-bye to "Sweet Pete". A 
musical by profession, Pete delighted 
ma ny i n the local area, the state and 
throughout the nation. He even performed 
abroad. "If you are going to play the sax 
do your best. Be serious and discipline 
yourse lf, " he would tell those he 
• mentored. Testimonies at his funeral 
revealed that he was a hard working 
person presenting a hard, shrewd 
demeanor but melting when his kids 
needed something or just wanted him to be 
"dad". 
He was depicted as a down to earth, 
musical genius. He played the organ, piano 
in addition to the saxophone. Singer Jackie 
See PETE on Page A-6 
Helen Myricks Called 
Home 
The Black Voice News 
Helen Myricks, 
former employee of 
the San Bernardino 
Unified School 
District,. slept away 
on Monday, June 12, 




in Glendora, Helen Myricks 
California, following a lengthy illness. 
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Local/National Persons Honored at WOA Luncheon 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
By Megan Carter 
People were turned away this year at the 
Black Voice Foundation's Women of 
Achievement annual luncheon. The response 
to the women honored was outstanding. 
The masterful Rickerby Hinds emceed the 
event.. After introductions by Hardy Brown, 
publisher of Black Voice News, the women 
entered the room one by one with much 
fanfare and excitement which has become a 
signature moment of the luncheon. Dorella 
Anderson escorted by her husband Marshall, 
Sr. , Mary Ann Andreas, escorted by John 
Bunt, Mayor of Banning, Mildred Thomas 
was escorted by Harry Hood and actress 
Photo by Willie Hoyrst 
Actress and Woman of Achievement National Honoree 
Ma~a Gibbs 
Marla Gibbs was escorted by Tony Award 
winner Zakes Mokae. 
Mrs. Annie Webster's class at Rio Vista 
School in San Bernardino, brought the house 
down with a genuine Nigerian Dance 
performance featuring artists in residence 
Francis and Omowale Awe. 
Mayor Ron Loveridge said it was women 
like the honorees who make Riverside a good 
place to live. They give unselfishly of their 
time and he is proud of each one. Loveridge 
has not missed one of the luncheons in his 
entire tenure as mayor. 
This year the Dr. Rosemary Schraer 
Humanitarian Award was presented to Dr. 
Armando Navarro, Chair of the Ethnic 
Studies Departme nt at University of 
California, Riverside (UCR). 
In pres_enting the wqmen Cneryl Brown 
said, Dorella Anderson dedicated her life to 
See WOA on Page A-8 
Photo by Willie Hoyrst 
Women of Achievement honorees, Mildred Thomas, Mary Ann Andreas, Dorella Anderson and Schraer winner Dr. Armando Navarro. 
County Courthouse E~ployee Calls Protesters Nigger 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
By Mary Shelton 
When a dozen men, women and children 
gathered at tpe District Attorney's office last 
Monday afternoon to stir the consciences of 
the employees hiding inside, they prayed that 
j ustice would come in the shooting death of 
Tyisha Miller. What we got instead, was a 
dose of racist venom from an unidentified 
secur ity g ua rd hired by the county of 
Riverside to work at the County Courthouse. 
"There are Blacks and then there are 
niggers, and you are niggers," she said to the 
' group of stunned protesters, including three 
young Black children who were exercising 
the ir constitutional rights to peacefully 
assemble to redress the government with their 
grievances. Initially, this short, stout, White 
middle-aged woman had been standing on the 
courthouse s teps with s_e veral Rivers ide 
County She riff deputies , watching the 
proceedings. She then crossed Main street 
and immediate ly confronted the protesters, 
screaming a t" them, and blocking their 
movement on the s idewalk in front of the 
DA's office. When protesters tried to walk 
around her, she began screaming th~acial 
epithets at the group before finally leaving. 
According to the Rivers ide Sheriff's 
Department, the Courthouse security guards 
are county employees, rather than employees 
of a sec urity company contracted by the 
county. 
While this disturbing incident was not the 
first time, the protestors faced hostility from 
passerby, while protes ting in downtow_n 
Riverside, the fact that this time it was an 
employee of Riverside county who is paid 
with taxpayer dollars to serve all members of 
the public appalled each one of those presnt. 
Disturbing questions also arise about the 
policies and procedures involved with hiring 
these security guards, inc luding· the 
interviewing and screening proce·ss. How can 
a woman who is screaming her hatred of 
African-Americans in front of a pub lic 
building, for the world to hear, have been 
hired by the county in the first place? Mayor 
Rona ld Loveridge of Riverside last year 
declared that the city of Riverside would have 
a zero tolerance towards racist slurs used by 
its employees, but what about employees of 
See SECURITY GUARD Page A-8 
Gram's & BVN Sponsor Gospelfest in Riverside 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
When thinking of the Fourth of July, 
most people associate it with barbecues, 
fireworks and spectacular light shows, but, 
they normally don' t think of testifying, 
praising, and good ole' fashioned gospel 
music. 
This July 4, 2 000, Gram 's Mi ss ion 
Barbecue and The Black Voice News invite 
everyone to start a new family tradition as 
they sponsor an Inland Empire Church 
Gospelfest at the corner of Main and Fifth 
I 
Street in downtown Riverside. 
Local churches will have the opportunity 
to participate and win cash prizes during 
this all day celebration of gospel music, 
beginni-ng at 11 :00 a.m. and finishing when 
the last choir has poured its heart and soul 
into the ir selection. R obert Bratton , 
proprieter of Gram's Mission Barbecue 
states, "interested churches with choirs that 
like to perform and put on a good show can 
contact him or Black Voice News office." 
For more information, contact (909) 782-
8219 or (909) 682-6070. 
T~bman Pilgrimage Efforts Accelerated To Change Property's . Historic Status 
,• 
Sis. Myricks was born on April 14, 1923 
in Pratt City, Alabama, one of three 
children of the late James Murphy and 
Lucy Jones Murphy. She attended public 
school and graduated from Parker High 
School in Birmingham, Alabama. In 
1942, she was united in marriage with the 
late Thomas Myricks. Their'union was 
blessed with three sons. 
Sis. Myrick's strong faith in the Lord 
· began at an early age. After she and her 
la te husband moved to San Bernardino, 
California in 1945, she joined the St. Paul 
A .M .E. Church family. She served 
dutifully as a member of the church choir 
and Bereavment Committee for over 40 
years until her health declined. 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
I 
By Cheryl Brown 
Imagine what it would have been like to 
travel with Harriet Tubman on one of her 
19 trips to resc ue Blacks who had been 
enslaved in the South. Imagine looking at 
the fields she and countless other Blacks 
tilled for no pay. Imagine. meeting Thomas 
Garrett one of her s taunc h supporte rs, 
Imagine going to places where she had to 
hide because a $40,000 bounty was placed 
on her head. Imagine going to her church in 
St. Catherines Ontario, Canada. Imagine 
the feeling of being on her 36-acre farm 
a nd seeing the bed she s le pt in . And 
imagine going to her gravesite for a historic 
celebration with Dr. Dorothy Height and 
Robert Stanton, head of the Park Service. 
Far fetched? No! 
and her family were enslaved, forced to 
work from "can't see to can't see" through 
Delaware, Pennsylvania, New York and 
Canada . T he group was led by Addie 
Ric hberg, fo under of the International • 
Network to Freedom organization, under 
Sis: Myricks was employed by the San 
Bernardino Unified School District, where 
she worked as a culinary cook. She retired 
after 20 years of service. She also worked 
• independently as an assistant to several 
prominent families in the area. She will 
long be remembered as a disciplinarian, 
for her caring nature, for her willingness to 
share, for her beautiful alto singing voice, 
for her punctuality, for her wealth of 
knowledge, for her sense of humor, for her 
love of family, and for her love of God. 
Helen Myricks has gone to join her 
Continued on Page A-6 
/ Photo by Cheryl Brown 
Melina Carnicelli, Mayor of Album, N.Y., Bishop Walker, Dr. Dorothy L. Height, NCNW, Mr. 
Robert Stanton, Director National Park Service, Rev. Carter, Head of Tubman House at the 
gravesite of Harriet Tubman. 
Recently nearly 50 people took the first 
ever pilgrimage that traced Tubman's steps 
from the Buckto wn plan tat ion in 
Dorchester County, Maryland where she 
the d irection of Bishop George , 
W.C. Walker, and the Northeast Region of, ~; 
the A.M.E. Zion C hu rch . Pas tors , 
ministers, lay people, and participants from 
as far away as California took the 2000 
Memorial Harriet Tubman Pilgrimage. It is 
Bishop Walker's life goal to see that the 36-
acre farm that Tubman bequeathed to the 
AMEZ Church is placed on the National 
Register of Historic Places. To that effort 
he has spearheaded legislation in the 
Congress, H.R 3712 that will change the 
status of the Harriet Tubman hqme from a 
national historic landmark to an National 
Historic site. 
In every location programs, speeches, 
reenactors, and local historians told the 
story of Harriet's accomplishments in their 
See TUBMAN Page B-1 
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By Hardy Brown 
"Now I lay me down to sleep, I pray the 
Lord my soul to keep, if I should die 
before I wake, I pray the Lord my soul to 
take." 
This is the prayer most children learn and 
say each night before drifting off to sleep. 
Sometimes before you awake you have a 
dream that turns into a nightmare. Nightmares usually have the dreamer 
moving at a very slow pace in anticipation of being caught by something 
or falling down. The community members of the Tyisha Miller Steering 
Committee have been protesting ii. Jowntown Riverside since January 
1999 to bring attention to Miller's death by four White Riverside Police 
Officers. They have marched weekly regardless of weather conditions; 
They have been watched by law enforcement officers; They have had the 
District Attorney's office lock doors in their faces ; They have had 
hecklers encourage them to quit marching; and then, one day, they were 
led to pray on the 91 Freeway. It was at this juncture that the dream 
started turning into a slow moving nightmare. The police decided to 
issue the protesters citations for jaywalking. Next, the police gathered 
personal identification of protesters who prayed on the freeway and 
convinced the district attorney to file charges against them. The DA filed 
charges, and after the freeway protestors first appearance in the 
courtroom their right to a speedy trial turned into a slow motion movie. 
When they had an attorney, the judge did everything to slow down the 
process. 
They dubbed themselves the "Freeway Twenty," even though there 
were forty or more that prayed on the freeway. They were the only 
ones cited by the police. When they wanted to hire the same lawyer to 
represent them, the system said it was a conflict of interest. When the~ 
said they would wave their rights to separate council they were told they 
could not do that. The one attorney who would take their case was hit 
with a suspension on a nearly IO year case that never was a proQlem 
until he took on helping the helpless. The courts then said they could get 
someone from the public defenders office to represent them. but the 
public defender says the ir whole department is conflicted out. The 
alternative is they give you an attorney who is under-paid and over-
worked. The judge suggested a thirty day continuance. The trial date 
has been changed at least five times. 
I'm afraid that if some one doesn't stop this nightmare some people 
might get hurt permanently in the aftermath of this experience. For 
example this past week a county employee approached Rev. Bernell 
Butler and the protestors during their weekly protest and said, "'there are 
Blacks, and there are niggers. You are niggers!" Angered that he and the 
protesters ignored her and kept chanting, she then got close and for 
everyone to hear said, "'shut your Nigger mouth." This is unacceptable 
behavior for anyone especially a county worker. The county board of 
supervisors must get involved and take the appropriate action on this 
employee. These incidences will continue to happen unless we stop this 
nightmare. I am sure that the district attorney's office can reduce the 
lingering effects of this nightmare by revisiting the reason for the prayer 
on the freeway by the now "Freeway Twenty." 
If DA Grover Trask doesn' t stop, the city may never recover from this 
unfair injustice perpetrated by a lie on the part of a police news release 
written by someone who wasn't even there. Intelligent minds must 
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Earl Ofari Hutchinson 
Earl Ofari Hutchinson 
Yet another Justice Department 
probe into the murder of Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. again 
found that King wasn't killed by 
Mafia hit men, the FBI, Army 
intelligence, racist hare groups, 
or Black ministers . He was 
murdered by a two bit hood, 
James Earl Ray. For the third 
time si.nce King was murdered in 
· 1968, Justice Department 
investigators ripped apart the 
tissue of lies Ray grew fond of 
telling over the years , that a 
mysterious ''Raoul" had framed 
him, tbat Memphis prosecutors 
pressured him to accept a deal to 
cover-up the conspiracy, and that 
legions of secret conspirators 
aided and abetted him. 
These are flat out fabrications 
that Ray conjured up to salve his 
conscience, grab media attention, 
and cash in on the notoriety of 
the case . Jerry Ray. Ray·s 
brother, Jesse Jackson. the King 
family, and of course, conspiracy 
buff~. swallowed them hbok, line 
Justice Dept. Finding Should Close The Book On King's Murder, But It Probably 
Won't 
and sinker. When a Memphis 
jury in a much publicized civil 
lawsuit brought by the King 
family ruled last December that 
King was the victim of a 
· contracted hit, conspiracy 
theorists went into delirium. This 
gave a new lease on life to their 
claim that Ray was a Lee Harvey 
Oswald type patsy of 
government agents or organized 
crill)e figures. The press and 
conspiracy theorists gleefully 
glossed over the fact that the 
court produced no smoking gun 
documents or credible 
eyewitness testimony to back 
Ray 's delusions that he was the 
fall guy in a vast plot to kill 
King. 
The big puzzle is why 
conspiracy buffs have been so 
willing to go to the banicades on 
the trumped up word of a 
loathsome, discredited con man? 
The King as,sassination had none 
of the dangling loose ends of the 
Kennedy assassination. From 
day one police and investigators 
had the goods on Ray. · 
His fingerprints were on the 
murder weapon. He was at the · 
crime scene. He fled the country. 
And he quickly and voluntarily 
confessed to the murder. The key 
to the puzzle can be summed up 
in these words, the FBI. 
Despite the Justice 
Department's convincing report 
that Ray murdered King, the FBI 
st ill has not answered many 
questions apout the secret war it 
waged against King from the late 
l 950's to the1 {lay of his murder. 
According to voluminous public 
~ocuments released to 
researchers and government 
investigators, FBI director J . 
Edgar Hoover and the Justice 
Department relentlessly tried to 
tie King to the Communist party. 
The assault on King was more 
lo 
than Hoover acting out his 
paranoid obsessions against a 
man whom he considered a 
d~ngerous subversive, it was a 
war against the black movement. 
And Hoover decided that the 
cheap and dirty way to win that 
war was by discrediting the most 
respected and admired symbol of 
that movement. 
Many of those dirty t~ctics 
employed by FBI agents against 
King are now well known. They 
· deluged him with wiretaps, 
physical surveillance, poison-pen 
letters, threats, harassment, 
intimidation, and smear sexual 
leaks to the media. 
During its investigation of the 
assassination , Hoover claimed 
that the FBI did not find ,a single 
fact to indicate any conspiracy in 
the assassination. Ray was the 
man and the FBI slammed the 
book on the case. It was the 
"lone nut " assassin theory 
repeated again. There's, of 
course, no proof that the FBI or 
other government agents killed 
King . But the ferocity of the 
FBI's secret war against him and 
the · many questions the FBI 
probe did not publicly answer 
about Ray's travels, his possible 
links to white supremacist 
groups, , and conservative 
business groups in the South, 
and the role of government 
agents that were at or near the 
Lorraine Motel the day King was 
killed have created deep public 
suspicions that Ray didn't act 
alone and ·that the FBI didn't tell 
the complete truth about King's 
murder. Those same unanswered 
questions left enough wiggle 
room for conspiracy theorists to 
have a field day trying to unravel 
secret plots, cover-ups and 
finally blame the government for 
killing King. 
The Justice Department probe 
proved for the umpteenth time 
that the government, racist 
groups, and organized crime 
figures did not issue orders to 
kill King. And to make sure that 
there were no charges of cover it 
smartly kept the FBI out of the 
investigation. Yet its finding 
can't and shouldn't absolve the 
FBI of . its disgraceful, 
destructive and illegal campaign 
against King. The climate of 
suspicion and hostility it created 
toward the civil rights movement 
made it possible for Ray to 
murder King. And ultimately the 
FBI still must share some of the 
blame for that. Sadly, this will be 
more than enough to fuel the 
conspiracy theorist's cherished 
fantasy that anybody and 
everybody but Ray killed King. 
Earl Ofari Hutchinson is the 
author of The Disappearance of 
Black Leadership. 
email:ehutchi344@aol.com 
BVN Readers Spe~k Out: What's On Your Mind? 
AN EVENING WITH WARD 
CO!\'NERLY 
Kimberley Lindsay Wilson 
Several weeks ag0 I. along with my 
husband attended a Book signing for 
Ward Connerly and his new book 
Creating Equal. 
For tho~c who don '! know Ward 
Connerly is the Black University of 
California Regent who agitated for , 
the aboli shment of Affirmative 
Action in the university's enrollment 
policies . 
After winning that fight he went on 
the become the chairman of the 
infamou, Proposition 209 commiuce. 
Proposition 209 struck do wn 
affirmJtivc action for the entire state. 
He then took his show on the road 
landing in Washington State and now 
in Florida. 
Needless to say, Connerly has made 
a lot of enemies. He's been publicly 
denounced as an Uncle Tom and 
Oreo and basically everything but a 
child of God. 
I've said and written some harsh 
things about Connerly so when one 
of the several women's organizations 
I belong to· announced that they were 
sponsoring a book signing for him at 
their DC headquarters I was 
extremely curious to .see the man in 
person to hear what he'd say. My 
husband and I arrived 20 minutes 
early for the 7 o'clock event and right 
away we noticed two peculiar things. 
First, the room was hot, steaming 
actually. I watched, fascinated as 
huge sweat beads formed and rolled 
down the bald head of an elderly man 
sitting in front of me. When I asked 
about lowering the temperature I was 
told by the nervous looking hostesses 
that the air conditioning was so loud 
it would drown out Connerly's voice 
and that they could not open the 
windows. I realize now that they 
were probably afraid. that the voices 
of chanting protesters would be heard 
with open windows but as it turned 
out they needn't have worried. 
· The second strange thing of the 
evening was the total absence of any 
Black people. Except for the Black 
receptionist and the Hispanic janitor 
we met downstairs my husband and I 
were the only people of color in the 
puilding. The folks in the meeting 
room were all White and mostly 
middle aged to elderly. If we were 
anywhere e lse I wouldn 't have 
noticed\but this was downtown DC! 
Washington or Chocolate City as it is 
also known. is home to ·some of the 
most educated. well-to-do and 
conservative Blacks"in the nation. 
Of course. it's a Democrat 
s tronghold but it's not al l that 
shocking to come across a Black 
Republican here. 
Didn't Con nerly. have any black 
friends who wanted to come out and 
sec him'l Later, when I sat down and 
read hi s book I reali zed that the 
Family Talks 
Joseph A. Bailey, II M.O. 
It is amazing that 19th century 
Euro-American "classifiers" of 
pe~ple within a race, declan)lg 
themselves as supe rior and 
intelligent, had nothing better to 
do with their lives than dream 
up, rem ember, and put into 
practice the following 
Classification of heredity ·of 
Skin Color in Negro-White 
crosses: (1) Mulatto -- Negro 
and White off-spring; (2) 
Quadroon -- Mulatto and White; 
(3) Octoroon -- Quadrnon and 
White; (4) Cascos -- Mulatto and 
Mulatto; (~) Samba -- Mulatto 
and Negro; (6) Mango -- Sambo 
and N egro; (7_) Mustifee --
Octoroon and White; (8) 
Mustifino -- Mustifee and 
White; (9) Griffe -- Negro and 
Mulatto; (10) Sacatra, -- Griffe 
and Negress; (11) Marahon --
Mulatto and Griffe; (I 2) Metif --
White and Quadroon; (13) 
Meamelouc -- White and Metif; 
( 14) Quateron -- White and 
Meamelouc; and (15) Sang-Mele 
-- White and Quateron. This 
would really be funny we re .it 
answer. is probably no. 
Connerly's relationships with DC's 
two most famous Black Republicans, 
Colin Powe ll and J . C. Watts is 
prickly in Powell·s case, extremely 
strained-at best. Both men dared to 
challenge Connerly's optimistic belief 
!hat White America is ready to be 
completely color blind and he hasn't 
forgiven either one. 
After fi lling my plate with finger 
food I shamelessly eavesdropped on , 
'the conversations going around me. 
A tall, regal looking woman with a 
frosted helmet of red hair and a St. 
John suit leaned over me to air kiss a 
wizened old man sitting behind me. 
"Ward is a dear friend of mine." she 
told him, "I wouldn't have missed this 
for anything!" 
A youngish woman in a Chanel suit 
and fierce Prada shoes cooed, "I just 
love Ward. He speaks for us ' " I 
See SPEAK OUT Page A-8 
"Passing" for White 
not so serious. 
Armed with this c lassification, 
foolish Euro-Americans would 
then put under their magnifying 
g lass the skin color of every 
stranger they met in order to 
decide h o w to relate to that 
stranger. As Mantan Moreland, 
an early Black movie comedian, 
used to say: "if you're white 
you're all right; if yo u are 
brown, hang around; if you're 
black, stand back." Even before 
the 1800' s, pretty "near white" 
single ladies were invited to 
"hang around" at "Quadroon and 
Octoroon balls ." These were 
elaborate dances where wealthy 
and "cultured" White males 
formally courted prospective 
"high yellow" mistresses. The 
arrangement -- known as a 
Placage -- was made through an 
agreement with the lady and her 
parents. It required that the 
White man agree to maintain the 
woman in a certain style of life 
and to provide for any kids. She 
was established in a household 
·of her own, less·than a wife, but 
more than a concubine_ This 
was socially acceptable and 
particularly in New Orleans. In 
some cases, these ladies were 
able to "pass" as White -- more . 
often a matter of acceptance of 
or indifference to a "near White" 
on the part of the White 
community. 
But the usual definition of 
"Passing" is the changing of 
racial identity by successfully 
concealing ancestry. In m y 
boyhood community, practically 
every Negro knew someone who 
was "passing." We smiled from 
the thought of "one of us" 
h aving gotte n away with 
something that should make no 
difference. In fact, it was funny 
to think how many White church 
congregations, who fancied 
themselves "pure White," would 
be shocked to fi nd otit the 
number of the i r beloved 
members and spouses who were 
not "one of them." "Passing" 
was more common during the 
Segregation Period ( 1865- 1965) 
tha n it has been in the 
Desegregation period (1965 lo 
present). Back then, there was 
more wide spread concubinage 
and o ther types of 
miscegenation giving rise to • 
high numbers of quadroons and 
octciroons. Besides, even worse 
racism made the Ii ves of African 
Americans more difficult in 
discomfort and handi caps. 
Those who "passed" paid a high 
price -- giving up their family 
and friends, their racial identity 
and a sense of who they were. 
In addition 1·0 having an 
"identity and sociological 
death," they took on life-shaping 
risks and consequences of being 
discovered . They were 
constantly' filled with doubts, 
anxieties, and guilt because of • 
their actions. Most found the 
problems to be greater than the 
gains. 
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D ' 





Lagerf eld Jako 
purchase of 
37.50 or more. 
We suggest the 
2.4 oz. Eau de 




With any 3.4 oz. 
Eau de Toilette Spray 
purchase from the 
Perry Ellis collection. 
Choose from 360° or 








purchase of $34 or 
more. We suggest 
the 4 oz. Eau de 
Toilette Spray, $44 
Freel OScar 
)or Men gift , 
· quartet by Oscar 
•• de ta Renta 
. 1~any.$50 
· Oscar forlen 
, purchase, such 
· as the 
'Eau de' e 
Spray for l50 
Free! 
Curve for Men 
duffel bag 
With any Curve 
for Men fragrance 
purchase of 
$45 or more. 
We suggest the 
4.2 oz. Cologne 
Spray, $45 
. :/ It's Macy's 
"'..: < . 
ij@. N.l .. . s. '( El~ctromc 
/, :··/ ~' . · Gift Card 
Easy to get at any reg;ste, Easy to g1vt> 
in any amount Easy to use. 111st likr a 
gift certific;ite .. and 11~ rcc l1,1rgeablc1 
Page A-3 
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c e :mE PERFECT er 
Free gift box when 





Wi1h any Cerruti 
Image fragrance 
purchase of $48 or 
morf. We sµggest 
the 3.4 OZ, Eau de 
Tollette, Spray, $48 
, \ .;.', ;l,1 ;1,.U 
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,. by Ralph Lauren .. 
·,With any Polo 
~ fragrance purchase, 
~ of 32.50'or more. 
t· 
We suggest the 
;:;' 2 oi:. Eau de Tollette 
' Spray, 32.50 
Free! Claiborne 
Sport knapsack 
and water bottle 
Wrth any Claiborne 
Sport fragrance 
purchase of 
$45 or more. 
We suggest the 





With any Lagerfeld 
fragrance purchase 
of $46 or more. 
We suggest the 
4 OZ, Eau de · 













purchase of $45 or 
more. We suggest 
the 2.5 oz. Eau de 
Toilette Spray, $45 




Let Macy's By Appointment, 
our complimentary personal 
shopping service, help you 
find the perlect gift for Dad. 
Call 800-622-9722 . 
Free gifts and set purchases not eligible for our free gift wrap and gift box offers'. Limit one gift of each kind per customer, please, while supplies last. Perry Ellis 360°, Reserve and Portfolio in Beverly Center, Brea, Burbank, Century 
City, Chula Vista, Del Amo, Fashion Valley, Fox Hills, Glendale, Los Cerritos, Montclair, Newport Beach, North County Fair, Northridge, Santa Ana, Sout~ Coast Plaza and West Covina. Oscar for Men in Beverly Center, Brea, Chula Vista, 
Del Amo, Fashion Valley, Fox Hills, Laguna Hills, Los Cerritos, Montclair, North County Fair, Northridge, Palm Desert, Pasadena, Santa Ana, Sherman Oaks and South Coast Plaza. Cerruti Image not in Bakersfield, Carlsbad, Grossmont, 
Horton Plaza, Macy's Plaza, Mission Viejo, North County Fair, Pasadena, Riverside1 San Bernardino, Santa Ana, Santa Barbara, Thousand Oaks, University Town Center, Ventura or Woodland Hills. Escada pour Homme not in Bakersfield, 
Burbank, Carlsbad, Grossmont, Horton Plaza, Los Cerritos, Macy's Plaza, Manhattan Beach, Palm Desert, Pasadena Plaza, Riverside, San Bernardino, Santa Anita, Santa Barbara, Santa Monica, Thousand Oaks, University Town Center, 








• Real Estate 
Full-Time Positions 
• I 
I For a Busy Medical Clinic all FIT Positions. 
•M.A. 1+ yrs. exp. Bilingual preferred. 
!Office Receptionist 1 + yr. exp. Bilingual preferred. 
Medical Director 3+ yrs. exp. • Lifestyles 
Dentist 3+ yrs. exp. Please FAX resume to (909) sn-5468 
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Facility to be Named in Honor of Jack Hill 
The Rinck Yaice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
To kick off NeighborWorks® 
Week 2000, a national 
celebration of community 
revitalization efforts across the 
United States, Neighborhood 
Housing Services of the Inland 
Empire, Inc. (NHSIE) will hold 
a reception on Friday to 
dedicate its new Youthbuild 
facility. Youthbuild is an 
NHSIE sponsored program that 
provides education, leadership 
development, and job skills 
training for low-income, high 
school drop-out youth. Located 
at 1139 North "E" Street in the 
City of San Bernardino, the 
facility will be named in honor 
Jack Hill in World War II uniform 
of NHSIE Board of Directors 
President and long-time San 
Bernardino community activisit, 
Jack Hill. 
NHSIE expects approximately 
one-hundred community 
members to attend the afternoon 
reception. In addition, Clarence 
Snuggs, the Deputy Director of 
the Neighborhood Reinvestment 
Job Fair Set at Fantasy Springs 
The Black Voice News 
INDIO 
Qualified candidates for a variety 
of positions will be hired on the 
spot at the Fantasy Springs Casino 
Job Fair from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on 
Saturday, June 24 in the Bingo Hall 
of the casino located north of 
Interstate 10 at the Golf Center 
Parkway exit near Indio. 
Managers · will interview 
candidates and hire immediately 
for the following areas: food and 
beverage, maintenance, 
security/survei llance , cash 
management, casino supervisors, · 
casino guest services and card 
room. Tribal police personnel will 
be at the job fair to conduct 
background checks and drug 
testing. 
Hot dogs, chips and beveri.ges 
will be provided for applicants and 
babysitting will be available in the 
adjacent non-smoking bingo room. 
Applicants also can enter drawings 
for day-trip destinations such as 
Disneyland in Anaheim and Sea 
World in San Diego. 
reception. In addition, Clarence 
Snuggs, the Deputy Director of 
· the Neighborhood Reinvestment 
Corporation (NR) in 
Washington, D.C., will also be 
prsent to commend NHSIE for 
its nationally recognized success 
in the housing and community 
development field. Following 
the dedication ceremony and 
Snuggs ' remarks, the 
Yot1:thbuild participants will lead 
guided tours of the new facility 
and talk informally with guets 
about the program and how it 
has impacted their lives. 
IENAWBO Plans Luncheon for July 
The Black Voice News 
UPLAND 
The Inland Valley Chapter of the 
National Association of Women 
Business Owners (IE-NA.WBO) will 
be holding their July luncheon 
meeting on Thursday, July 6, 2000 
at the Ontario Hilton Hotel from 
11 :30 a.m. to l :30 p.m. 
San Bernardino County 
keynote speaker. His topic will be 
"Inland Empire Business 
Opportunities for )\!omen & 
Minorities New officers for the year 
2000-2001 will also be installed. 
Frankly Speaking with /Ta,u ~ 
For more infonnation on the job 
fair, please call Tony Amado or 
Judy Stapp at (760) 342-5000 or 
(800) 827-2946. Supervisor, Fred Aguiar will be the 
The public is invited. Please call 
(877) IEN-AWBO for reservations. 
The cost is $25 .00 in advance and 
$35 .00 at the door. Advance 
registration may be sent to: Teders, 
421 N. Euclid Avenue, Ontario, CA 
91762. RSVP by June 26, 2000. 
So many questions have arisen 
about the purpose, reason and 
background of BAPAC that I 
thought that I would devote this 
weeks ' column to restating that 
information for those among you 
who are not fami li ar with the 
organization. 
from across the state met dually in 
San Francisco and Los Angeles. 
Approximately 3 months later, over 
3 ,000 African American leaders 
met in Sacramento for the first 
Convention. The theme for that 
first convention was The African 
American Political Agenda : 
Survival in the 80's. In light of the fact that we are fast 
approaching our 1st Anniversary of 
reformation. which is September 
17 and we will also host our first 
Membership Dinner Dance on June 
24. at March Air Reserve Base, thjs 
becomes an excellent opportunity 
to tell our story. 
Prior to 1978 many of our 
founding organizers were either 
elected officials or worked within 
the political arena and were regular 
member of a certain establishment. 
which shall 
BAPAC supporters stressed the 
need for a united force within the 
state. divorced from partisan 
po litics . When the convention 
convened, Willie L. Brown. Jr .. was 
selected as the conventi on chair 
with Teresa Hughes a nd Lionel 
Wilson being selected as the 




(smile) · in 
Sacramento , 
California no t 
far from the 
Capitol building. 
Friday evenings 
were the time 
that mos t of 
them gathered to 
discuss the high 
and low points 
of the week, let 
off steam and 







A f r i• c a n 
Americans into 
a large voting 
bloc so that we 
could have a 




At that time , 
we had quite a 
large number of 
elected officials 
but it later rose 
to over 60 
Blacks that had 
been elected in 
the state. At the 
moment · we 






Congress, a far 
· cry from the late 
70's and 80's. 
Th-e Black 
A m ·er i can 
Political 
Association of 
C ·a 1 i f o r n i a 
(BAPAC) was 
officially formed 
on July 6, 1978, 
by Willie L. 
Brown, Jr., Tom 
Bradley and 
M e · r v y n 
Dymally when 




We have grown to 55 chapters 





Phone (909) 313-7764 
Fax (909) 509-1888 
Unique Hair Weaving 
























Civil Law Suits 
Child Support 
..!Atrornry S1jerv-11e:d 'Yaraigai Service . 
(909) 873-954~ 
Asset [1 Business Co11ccpts 
Variable Products• Mutual Funds 
Annuws • College Funding 
3564 Central Ave., Ste. 2G 
Riverside, QA 92506 
(909) 781-0198 Bus/Fax 
(909) 784-7125 Home 
H. "Hugh" Layton, J.C. 
(909) 228-7607 Mobile 
Registered Rep. 
CA License #OC46138 
OSJ Branch omce, 225 w. Plaza, Su, , 200, Solana Beach, C A 92075, (858) 793.5999 . 
Member National Associalion of Securities Dealers. Inc .. SJfC and Rcgisicn:d 
fnvcstmcnt Advisor 
FREE SEMINAR 
Fortunes are Being 
Made on the Internet!! 
Start Your Own Internet E-
commerce Business, from Home, ... •·····  
while Keeping your present job!!! .,,, 
Limited Seating. Call to Reserve Bennie W. Liggins 
Your Seat NOW: 
800"-242-0363 x. (24 Hours) 
" 
Walt Williams 










DA Support Defense 
4136 10th Street• Riverside • CA 92501 
(909) 213-0732 
10% Off 10% Off 
Economy Legal Aide Clinic 
Thomas W. Gillen, Esq. 
Attorney/Paralegal Work 
All Legal Problems "CHEAP" 
We can save you money -- not expensive 
C1v1t./CR1MtNAL 
Divorce• Bankruptcy• DUI • Drunk Driving • Drugs• Assault• 
Probation Violation• Parole Violations• Custody• Answers• Lawsuits 
• Disputes • Accidents • Evictions• Tenant Problems• Raise/Lower 
Support• Collections• Guardianship• Conservatorship • 
Incorporations• living Trust• Wills• Contracts 
Payments 
Credit Cards 
24760 Sunnymead Blvd. #106 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(909) 247-4565 
Open 7 days By Appointment 
each chapter becoming more active 
daily. We still remain a 
nonpartisan organization and are 
constantly looking to not only 
improve our track record but also 
to expand our efforts. Our main 
focus remain on grooming persons 
for political office. restruc1ure our 
way of thinking 10 be successful in 
stale elections and partnering wilh 
other organizations for unity. The 
Riverside chapter currently works 
vcr,y closely with The Group. the 
African American His1orical 
Society and the African American 
Chamber of Commerce. Any Style 
:~11Y.-~c:t~.~ 
airc,e~ 1~eatirr Any Style 
Regions Worldwide Grill 
Now Available Upscale 
Dining/Featuring Foods From All 
Around the World 
However. none of the above 
mentioned areas can be 
accomplished wi thout your help! 
We constantly need persons to 
help . We especially need help 
financially and that means new 
members. 
A FULL SERVICE SALON 
Specializing in: relaxers, press n curls, up do's, 
' weaves, twists and many other creative styles. 
Now Located in Moreno Valley 
14051 INDIAN AVE., STE. 
L, MORENO VALLEY 
':"f( f lJ • l;., I" 
Please plan on attend ing our 1st . . ',. 
Membership Dinner Dance to be 
Shyra Green - Owner 
(909) 242-6736 Salon 
(909) 601-4519 Pager 
24715 Sunnymead Bl. 
. Suite #E 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Toll Free 1-877-9-
REGIONS 
See TONI on Page A-8 SOOTHS AVAILABLE 
Catering• Banquest • Private Parry 
LEGALS CONT 
II an application for an ON•SALE license 
1s made, tne following notice must be 
published once Within ten (1 O) days i~ a 
newspaper of general c1rculat1on other 
t11an a legar o r professional trade 
pubhcation. The publicatron must be in 
the c ity in which such premises are 
situated. or if such premises are not in a 
city, then publlcat1cn shallbe made in a 
newspaper o1 general circulat10 otner 
tha n a legal or professional trade 
pu t> lication nearest th& premises . 
Affidavit of publication shall be filed w•th 
tne following oM,ce: 
Departmen1 of Alcoholic Beverage 
Control 
3737 Ma,n Street. Suite 900 
R,vers,de, CA 92501 
(909) 782-4400 
Not ice o f App llc at,on tor Change ,n 
Ownership ol Alcoholic Beverage License 
Date of Filing Applicalion: June 9, 2000 
To Whom II May Concern: 
The Name(s) of the Appllcant(s) is/are: 
RUBIN MARK HARRY 
THIEL SUSAN PATRICE 
The applicants listed above are applying 
to the Depar1ment of Alcoholic Beverage 
Control to sell alcoholic beverages at: 
3639 Main Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Type ol license(s) applied for: 
41-0N•SALE BEER ANO WINE • 
EATING PLACE 
The following persor1(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
MC MEDICAL OFFICE 
MANAGEMENT 
7682 Canberra Way 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Mario M. Pena (Morales) 
4486 Monticello 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
1<ansac1 business under the licitious 
business name(s) listed above. ' 
s/ ... Mario Pena 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/13/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004572 
p. 6115, 6122. 6/29. 7/6 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
HOMETOWN VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS 
1340 Halifax Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Brandt Haas (Fred) 
1340 Halifax Drive 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the licitious 
business name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Brandl Haas 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authori~e the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in · 
viola lion of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/12/00_ 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004507 
p.6115, 6122. 6129, 716 
The following pe rson(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
LILY'S BILLING SOLUTIONS 
10570 Orchard View Lane 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Lilia Ann Ibarra 
10570 Orchard View Lane 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficitious 
business name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Lilia Ann Ibarra 
The filing ol this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious business name in 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec, 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/07 /00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004386 
p.6115, 6122, 6129, 7/6 
The following peison(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
SHAY'S LAWN SERVICE 
3913 Ottawa 
Riverside, CA 925(17 
5760 Clifton Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Sharon Bligham (Denise) 
5760 Clifton Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This busin'ess is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
10/92. 
s/ ... Sharon Brigham 
The iiling of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use in this 
state of ,a fictitious business name In 
violation of the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed .with the County of 
Riverside on 06/09/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original 
st11tement on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004471 • 
p.6115, 6122, 6129, 716 
Tne following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
CALFAM 
5760 Clifton Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Robert P. Calhoun (Paul) 
5760 Clifton Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Sharon Denise Calhoun 
5760 Clifton Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business is conducted by 
Individuals •· Husband & Wile. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
4/99. 
s/ ... Robert Paul Calhoun 
The filing of this statement does not 
of itself authorize the use In thi's 
state of a fictitious business name In 
violation of ,the rights of another 
under federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/09/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004469 
p.6115, 6/22, 6129, 7/6 
Public Meetings for Community Input for Capital and Refurbishment 
Funds 
The City of Riverside Park & Recreation Dept. invites the general public to 
share ideas, needs, and suggestions for the use of new funds to build new 
recreational facilities and parks, or refurbish existing facilities and parks. 
Meeting Oates, Times & Locations 
June 19, 2000 · 6:30-8:30 p.m. Janet Goeske Sr. Center 
5257 Sierra Street 
June 21, 2000 · 6:30·8:30 p.m. La Sierra Park Comm. Ctr. 
5215 La Sierra Avenue 
June 26, 2000 • 6 :30-8:30 p.m. Bordwell Park Comm. Ctr. 
2008 Martin Luther King 
June 28, 2000 · 6:30-8:30 p.m. Amelia Earhart School 
20202 Aptos Street 
p.6/ 15 
Black Voice News Salutes Fathers on Father's Day 






10% OFF PRESS & CURLS, RELAXERS 
Come see me for your hair care needs 
If your'hair-is not becoming to you than you should be 
coming to me. 
3772 Arlington Avenue, Suite 4 






Live Jazz in the Bayou Lounge 
FATHER'S DAY 
Sunday June 18th from 5:30 pm -- 9:00 pm 
Sunday June 25th from 6:00 pm -- 9:00 pm 
9395 Monte Vista Ave. Montclair, CA 91763 (909) 482-0566 
' 
\ . . . .... . 
._ 
Business Directory 
The Black Voice News 
LeVIAS & ASSOCIA~ 
300 La:," Firms Working Togethe r _ 
We wi ll refer you to an attorney that specializes 
in whatever your_ legal needs might be. We are 
dedicated to helping the African-American people 
A FREE SERVICE! 
(800) 500-7047 -
LEON CARRIGAN, JR. 
Insurance Agency 
Life, Health, IRA, Keough Burial, 
A uto , Hom e O wners 
C al. Lie . #0341 370 · 
Since 1967 
G RADUATE OF LIFE U NDERWRITERS C OUNCIL 
Ph. (909) 369-9752 
Fax (909) 369-9252 
P.O. Box 5342 
Riverside, CA 92517 
UNHAPPY? UNLUCKY? 
UNLOVED? 
Spiritual Reader and Advisor 
BARBARA 
Do you need advise? Do you need answers? 
She solves all affairs of life 
Helps in money luck business and marriage 
Also brings back lost lovers 
Call for free question 
and 
, Spiritual enlightenment 
: LeVIAS DOME LOANS 
Over 50 mortgage bankers working with Le Vias and 
Associates, we will refer you to a 
mortgage banker that specialize in 
your particular need. Refinancing, 
home loans or consolidation. lf 
· you own a home we will get you a 
loan. 
A Fr~e Service 
(800) 500-7047 
R & B TAX SERVICE 
(Since 1980) 
Fully Computerized 1 
· Fast Refund, Electronic Filing 
Notary & Fax 
State & Federal 
6am • 6pm 
Low Rates 
Office (909) 601-1185 
Voice Mail (909) 416-7018 
23650 Hemlock St. 1110 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Iimk. T Insurance & ~ ~.. Securities Specialists 
✓ Low Cost Insurance 
✓ Low Downpayment 
✓ Low M;nthly Payment 
Commercial • Auto • Home • Life • Health 
Great Home and 
Auto Packages 
Available 
MONE M. SWANN 
Broker/ Agent 
. License # 0C03720 
5955 B ROCKTON A VE. • R IVERSIDE, C ALIFORNIA 
92506 
P HONE (909) 274-9400 • FAX (909) 276-4400 
· PAGER (909) 340-5078 
LAW OFFICE OF 




Living Trusts & Wills 
I ncorpo,ations & Partnerships 






(909) 689 - 8916 
"Serving the Community with Quality Care and 
Expert Service" 
A~l CLE,ANERS 
()r-;1 DA\ c, I)\"''"''-
s""Vll, • ON, DAv 
ALll:l{AII()~ St l{Vll I 
99¢ 
SPECIAL 













Per Pleat Lined 
Must preseol coupon with 
incoming orders, not valid with 
other offers. 
23080 D-220 Alessandro 




A Residential & 
3585 Main St., Ste. 212 








Starting At $499°0 
You A CHOICE OF COLORS 
Funeral Information & Pre-Arranged Information Available 
Come To Our Showroom Locations 
• Free Local Delivery • Financing Available 
LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN 
RIVERSIDE MONTCLAIR 
9446 MAGNOLIA 4756 HOLT BLVD . 
Retirement Estate · Investment 
. 'q~i:!~!IIARDY B~~:~ ~;ng-tenn 
:t@Unvestment Representative 
,,, SunAmerica Securities, Inc. 
The Anderson•Building 
320 North "E" Street 
San Bernardino, CA 9240 1 





FAX (909) 341-8932 
Samuel E. Dey, Jr., 
M.D. 
Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology 
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry 
General & Geriatric Psychiatry 
Member Black Psychiatrists of America 
Office Hours 
By Appointment 
6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170 
Riverside, CA:,92506 
Office Hours by Appointment 
Dr. 4/oyd Brent Walker 
Tri Star Family Dental Centre 
106 N·orth Eucalyptus Avenue _ 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 875-1~99 




H ATS, H ANDBAGS AND A CCESSORIES 
ELEGANT SUITS 
CHURCH, PROFESS/ NAL C AREER AND 
· B USINESS 
3730 Twelfth Street 




MM-.•'11uu: 11, , 
Fri,.-u.t-. 10-10 
Rd-A~r Fi41.v MM!ut 
'" ' • ! 
.(909) 243-:,0443 , 
Su°'scribe & Advertise 
(909) 682-6070 
..._.9_o9_-_3s_3_-2_3_o_s __ a_1_1_-4_4_1-_s_1 s_6...,. CRESCENT 
ANN DAVIS PETERS 
Attorney at Law 
Handling All Cases 
10325 Central Avenue 
· Montclair, CA 91763 
(909) 399-3204 • Fax (909) 398-4044 
(909) 689-2757 - Voice Mail 
WHY Ir's So Gooo: 
• Extensive menu of 
over 100 made from 
scratch recipes 
• Carefully prepared to 
the strictest standards 
• Only the freshest,, 
highest-quality Ingredi-
ents are used 
• Food is prepared at 
each restaurant loca-
tion 
• Made in family size 
quantities throughout 
the day to provide you 
with the freshest meal 
possible -- eyerytime. 
• Beverages and 
desserts always 
included in one low 
price. Variety bd Value 
For TIie Whole Family. 
390 McKinley Avehue 
Corona, CA 91719 
I 




9395 Monie Vista 
Ave. 
Montclair~ CA 91163 
Hours: 
Monday-Thursday 
11:00 a.m. - 10:00 
p.m. 
Friday: 11 :00 
a.m. - 11 :OO p.m. 
Saturday: 12:00 
p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. 
Sunday: 12:00 
p.m. - 9:0~ p.m. 
(909) 482-0566 
(Montclair) 
Banquet facilities available for any ~ ca_sion. 
expenence ... ~~qf. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE 
✓ Aromatherapy ✓ Carpel Tunnel ✓ B ody Wraps 
✓ Swedish Massage ✓ Shiatsu ✓ Sports M assage 
✓ Reflexology ✓ G ift Certificates Available 
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 
CALL 909·683-1468 
State Lie. 
#715 193 SPl;,_CIALIZING IN .• i; ,.·_-_-~-:·, 
SEWER &• DRAIN PROBLEMS " ~ ' 
Plumbing Problems 
DoN'T Fuss • C ALL Us 
THE ROOTER WORLD 
Low RATES 
REPAIR SERVICE 
A SK FOR DAVID 
PAGER #963-2372 









738 East Highland Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA l 
(909) 882-1288 • Fax 883-4846 
FD894 
Colton Funeral Chapel 
1275 N. LaCadena Ave. 
Colton, CA 
I (909) 825-0570 
FD1031 
Clothing • Apparel • Accessories • African Garb 
202 E. Baseline Rd. 








3527 MAIN STREET 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501 
Featuring 
Down home cookin' 
Grand Openi_ng 
Hours: Monday-Wednesday 
11 :00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Friday-Saturday: 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Open 7 days a week 
(909) 782-8219 
Mobile Catering Service Available -- Anywhere -- Any 
Time 
Churches, Picnics, Family Reunion · All Occasions 
YOU'RE GUARANTEED TO LICK YOUR FINGERS 
The Black Voice News · PageA-6 Thursday, June 15, 2000 
C.O.M.P.A.S. Protests Slavery of Africans in Sudan 
The Black Voice News 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA 
Friday, June 9th was National 
Sudan Day, when people in over 
20 cities around t he nation 
prayed, protested and conducted 
seminars on the p light of the 
Southern Sudanese and others in 
Africa 's large s t country who 
ha ve been the ta rget of a 
religious war. · 










pres _s the 
Clinton 
Pastor Chu_ck Singleton 
Administration to break its 
silence on tpe crisis in Sudan, 
which pits the Islamic 
fundamentalist regime in 
Khartoum against African 
populations that resist the 
imposition of Koranic Law. As 
Pl rt of this effort, The Congress 
on Modem Pan African Slavery 
(C .O .M .P.A .S) and Chr istian 
Solidarity International (CSI) led 
a protest in front of the Capitol 
Group Building. Capitol Group 
Mo' Betta Motivation with Jewel Diamond Taylor 
The Black Voice Nrwr 
DIAMOND BAR 
By Jewel Diamond Taylor 
Complaining can be contagious. 
You could start your day off feeling 
fi ne, minding your own business. 
After you get to work or on campus 
or on the phone or watching the 
news .. .. you may begin to hear 
conversations of doom and gloom, 
he said - she said, no good jobs, life 
is hard, no use trying, can't trust 
nobody, it's too hot, everything costs 
too much, people getting on people's 
nerves, the devil is busy, no good 
men, no good women, blah, blah, 
blah. 
Now you can join in on those 
conversations and then find yourself 
stressed out, negative, crazy, sick 
and tired. Or you can walk away 
from the negative vibes and maintain 
a positive attitude. I know it's a 
challenge when everybody around 
you is so down and bad seems to just 
be following you around, but if you 
wa nt to experience and attract 
positive people, opporturiities and 
blessings around you, watch what 
you say, what you think and who 
you 're with. You can actually 
change the emotional climate in your 
home and workplace. Thoughts and 
words are powerful. They have 
en~rgy to bring life or destroy it ' 
If your life is full of stress and 
mess right now, know that in due 
season it will pass. If you feel like 
you can't go any furthcr ... just stand. 
Read Ephesians 6: I 0-18 "Be strong 
in the Lord and His mighty power. 
Put on the full armor of God so that 
when the day of trouble comes, you 
may be able to stand your ground 
and after you have done everything, 
just stand." Remember all the times 
God brought you thro.ugh and stand. 
Get equipped with faith, courage, 
action and peace. Get equipped so 
you can't get whipped. Stand and 
ra ise your hands to symbolically 
receive the energy and power to 
keep pressing on. And then while 
stand ing shake your hands 
vigorously to symbolically let go of 
the stress and mess. Take 7 deep 
breath s. Inhaling peace and 
strength, exhaling stress and fear. 
Now stand in full spiritual authority 
and speak your word over that 
situation. As. you stand still, you are 
now filled with a blessed assurance 
that you are guided and provided for 
at all times. 
www.jeweldiamondtaylor.com 
Helen Myricks Called Home 
Continued from Front Page 
parents, James and Lucy Murphy, 
her son Thomas, and her brother 
Willie Jam_es Murphy, and her 
sister Louise Goodwin. Left to 
celebrate her life are her sons 
Raleigh of Newark, CA and James 
of Victorvill e, CA; her eig ht 
grandchildren; Dana Myricks of 
San Bernardino, CA, Kristi n 
Thurman of Kalkar, Germany, 
Todd ~yricks of San Bernardino, 
CA , J ames M yricks of San 
Bernardino , Latasha Myric ks of 
Binningham, AL, Stephen Myricks 
of Torrance, CA, Kellen Myricks 
of San Bernardino, CA, and Lonnie 
Myricks of Anchorage, AK; ten 
grea t-grandchildren; her niece, 
Jacq ue line Murphy of San 
Bern a rdin o;. he r nephew, Paul 
Goodwin , Jr. of Pasadena; and a 
host of relatives and friends. 
Pete Thompson, Jr. Eulogized 
Continued from Front Page 
Mayfield said he was always there 
for fellow musicians. 
Rev. Dwayne Butler, his first 
cousin said, " Everybody saw him 
different. If he was in a club he was 
seen as a celebrity and those people 
didn't see him at home. If he was at 
home and sleeping in the daytime 
people didn ' t know he'd just 
worked all ni ght. When he was 
with his children he was daddy. We 
will all miss him." 
John Cary, a fellow musician said, 
"he stood out in the crowd. Nobody 
e lse pl ayed to t he potential he 
played." 
Isom Green, of Isom and Isom 
Records, remembers recording him 
with the gospel group, The Real 
Truth. " He was a brilliant Sax 
player and he played Gospel as 
well as R&B." 
Linda Maddox, a neighbor for 23 
years said, "he was always with his 
• kids. He'd buy fireworks for them 
and the w hole neighborhood." 
Cecil Hunter, spoke of him as a 
c lose fri end . A t one time th·ey 
shared living quarters so he smiled 
as he remembered the lesson Pete 
Couples Seminar 
Set for June 24 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Twice C a lle d M i n istries 
presents "What God Has Joined 
Toge the r Let N o Man Cut 
Asuncter," a couples seminar to 
b e h e ld at Tabernacle Mt. 
C alvary holy Church, 1168 N . 
W a te rman Av enue, San 
B ernardino on Saturday, June 
24, 2000. 
Registration begins at 9 :00 
a .m. with the sem inar 
beginning at 10:00 a.m. There 
will be lunch provided . 
For further informa t ion and 
cost, please contact .Candace 
S hie lds at (909) 864-2574 or 
Mary Flores at (909) 794-7946. 
tried to teach him. "I experienced 
the personal side of Pete. He saved 
me many times. If there were more 
friends like him the flavor of the 
world would be different. Now the 
world is better because he lived," 
he said. 
"Pete gave his life to the Lord in 
front of his kids and family," said 
Thamer Lewis, who came from Las 
Vegas to be in attendance. "That's 
what counts when it . is all said and 
done." 
His daughter, Erica, relayed the 
message about his softer side. "I 
was in the hospital having a baby 
and he stayed by my side. Someone 
· enticed him to leave saying the 
baby wouldn't come for several 
hours. While he was gone I had the 
baby and h~ was so disappointed 
when he returned. I'll think of him 
in October when the child I'm 
carrying is born," she said. 
(Editor's Note) I've known Pete 
since my teen and young adult age 
he was a special person with 
special musical talent. He ·always 
had a smile, a good word and a 
twinkle in his eye. He was good at 
se tting you on the right track so 
you didn 't fall into the wrong 
crowd. And when I'd see him, like 
ma ny others , he treated me as 
though I were somebody and I was 
the most important person he knew. 
Left to cherish his memory is his 
wife, M ar y, hi s sons , Alon zo 
Derrick, Steven and Cornelius; his 
daughters, Regina, Sherrie, Erica 
and Christine; his brothers, Jeobra 
(Skip), Almon (Red), Darnell and 
Alfred (Snook), his sis ter Annie 
M ae, 12 grandchildre n. 2 great 
grandchildren and a host of aunts, 
uncles, nieces, nephew 
Jacki e Mayfi e ld said the Sa n 
Bernardino Elks will be holding a 
memoria l in hi s 'memory, the 
money ra ised will go towards a 
music scholarship for a deserving 
student. The date and time will be 
announced later. For information 
call Mayfield at (909) 889-7449. 
Help With Medicare 
Is Just a Phone Call Away 
HICAP 
The Health Insurance Counseling & Advocacy Program 
offers obj'ective information to seniors on Medicare, 
HMOs and other health insurance issues. 
HICAP serves Riverside/San Bernardino Counties 
Call today for the counseling site nearest you. 
(800) 434-0222 or (909) 697-6560 
Funded by a grant from California Dept of Aging 
HI CAP is a member of the Inland <:\,gency family of programs 
"I· .... 1;·.~···.•··· ··  
Do YOU HAVE HURT AND PAIN? 
Evangelis t_ Mildre d Spencer, is a native 
South ·carolinian and is the author of two 
books, one dealing with "Hurt" and "Pain," 
delivering a message of reality how to be 
complete and whole . She is a widow, and 
proud mother of four adult .children. 
To Write Evangelist Mildred Spencer, e-
mail add ress Evangy 1@aol.com or 12765 
Shadybend Dr., Moreno Valley, CA 92553 or 
call (909) 924-4217 ' 
has invested in Sudan, the reby 
allowing the atrocitie s against 
Sudanese citizens to continue. 
unimaginable suffering become a 
way of life. 
release," says Pastor Chuck 
Singleton, CEO of C.O.M.P.A.S. 
We can not, and must not turn 
our backs on those who so 
obviously need our help.he said. 
"We are protesting to ask fo r 
God to hear our prayers. Our 
prayer is for G od ' to loose the 
chains of slavery and oppression 
that exist in the Sudan. We are 
Two .million people have died 
in Sudan ' s civi l wars, as the 
government fosters a revival of 
the Black sla ve trade. O ver 
100,000 w omen and c hi ld ren 
have been captured and enslaved, 
the result o f ra ids on African 
villages conducted b y Arab 
militia. Men are m u rdered, 
women and children taken 
forcibly. Survivors become the 
inheritable property of their 
masters. The m urder of 
uncooperat ive cai,1tive s is 
common . R ape, torture and , 
c!,Sking God to 
draw the 
attention of the 
world to the cruel 
b ondage there 
and prompt His 
people to fast and 
pray for their 
Community Missionary Baptist Church 
EAGLES NEST 
" ... the Lord sh_all renew their Strength; they shall mount up with 
wings as Eagles .. . !" 
Verlin Leo Alsina, Sr., 
Pastor 
Eagles Nest Community 
Churc~ 
Sunday Services 
10:00 am Sunday School 
11 :00 am Worship 
(Isaiah 40:31) 
Stratton Community Center 
2008 Manin Luther King 
Blvd. 
Mid-Week Services 
Eagles Nest Chapel 
4326 Michael Street 
Riverside, California 92507 
GRACE CHAPEL OF T EMECUIA VALLEY 
African Methodist Episcopal Church 
28780 Front Street. Suite A-5. Temecula. CA 92590 • (909) 506-2425 
(Located iu the SouthCreek· Mall Shopping Center) 
Whose,·er will, let him cnme.1 
"Allure Wdcnme "' 
Sunday School 
Sunday Worship Service 





"'1i1 rnjn_,. Cod roxerher and share Him with 
"·"Others " 
939 Clay Street 




7:30 a.m. Morning Services . 
Morning Worship "Receive Ye The 11:00 a.m. 
7:30 p.m. · Evening Services Jesus Joy" 
Wednesday Rev. H. 
7:30 p.m. Bible Classes 
Hubbard, Pastor 
Bus Transportation is available 
The Ultimate in Gosp~I Music 
presents 
LACEYSUNDAY- FRIDAY AT 6 PM 
and 
INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL 
MUSIC COUNTDOWN • THURSDAYS AT 9 PM 
call 
(909) 688-1570 
•11.. .• · - 1~1■1 11~ ,a1f!'1~ -~-- . Ill: ~~:~ ~- I 9 1~'-'lil ~ m :_ m • · 
The Inland Empire News In Black and • 
invites you. 
To FOLL OW THE N 'tJRTH S TAR 
' 
ALONG THE UNDER'GROUND RAILROAD 
"FOOTSTEPS TO FREEDOM Ill" 
with 
Hardy and Cheryl Brown, Co-Publishers 
The Black Voice News 
Teachers and Interested Others; International Travel Stu<ly 
From Kentucky to Ontario, Canada 
July 30th August 6th, 2000 
·:@ 




The Black Voice News 
Bethel AME 
Church 
st·:-,;l)A Y SF:RYICES 
~1 111 11111 ~ .Sl'f\hX' ~ :QO :1 lll . 
Sun~ta:- S,·lh,1.'I 9:-4:'- :1.m. 
~urht:1~ Sl·r, ii.·c: 10:-l.5 3 rn. 
\\\lJllL'n In Pr:t~t.'f 
\ 11l.·r SunJa, Sl·ri,i; 
Pr:.i~·('r ~tcetin~ 
\\·~•dn~'-Ll:t~ 7.:00 p.m. 
lliblr Study 
7-::orm. 
ST. PAUL AFRICAN 
METHODIST EPISCOPAL 
CHURCH 
1355 W . 21st. Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909)887-1718 
Sunday 
Worship Services 8:00 a.m. 
11 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:00 p .m. 
Wind of the Spirit Worship 
Center Foursquare Church 




Sunday School (all ages) 
Chrisuan Life De\'~lopment 
Classes 
;.. ::: ! .I .. 
8:30 a.m. ,~~ ... . f"' 
(Adults o nly) 's'..;,.;-· . j t 
8 :30 a.m. · "" 1 
Worship 
Children's Church 
Tlwrsda_r Bible Study 
9 :45 a .m. Rev. Michael and 
IO: 15 a .m. Sherrie Edwards 
7:00 p.m. 
Valley Fellowship Seventh 
Day Adventist Church 
275 Easl Grove Street 
Riaho. CA 92376 
(909) 874-5851 • Church 
(909) 874-5152 - Fax 
Weekly Service 
SATURDAY 
Felio\\ ship. Prayer & BibleStudy 9:30 am 
Praise Sernce & D1nne Worship 11 :00 am 
Youth Sen·ice 5:00 pm 
WEDNESDAY 
Feeding Program 5:00 pm 
Bible Studi & Pra~ei 7:00 pm 
Or. & Mrs. George 
King 
St. Timothy Community 
Church 
Pastor Eullas J. 
James 
3100 N . State S treet / P.O. Box 7067 
San Bernardino, CA 925 10 
SERVICE TIMES: 
Sunday School 9:00 a .m . 
Morning Worship 5cn-icel0:15 am. 
BIBLE STUDY 
E,·ery 3rd Tues . (Focus on the Family) 
E\"ery 2nd Tues. 7:00 p.m. 
Wed. Night 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Study Pas tor 's Teach mg 
St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life. 
CATHEDRAL. OF PRAISE 
- A Church in the Community for the Comrnuni1y -
Sunday Services are held at the 
Kansas Avenue SDA Church 
4491 Kansas Avenue, Riverside 
fcornt'r rJ/ Klln.ws und MlK Rf,·d.J 
Equipping Ministries: 9:00 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. Sunday Praise Service: 
Mid-week Praise Service: Wednesday - 7: 15 p .m . 
(field al our present /ocllli(J/1) 
2591 Rubidoux Blvd .. Riverside (909 ) 369-8742 
Dr. Craig W. Johnson 
Senior Pas tor 
HARVEST OF PRAISE 
R:adio Broadcast - KPRO 1570 AM 
Sundays at 7:00 p.m./Wednesdays at 6:00 a.m. 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday Sch ool 9:15 a .m. 
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m. 
Evening Workshop 6:00 p .m. 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & 
Bible Study . 7:00 p.m. 
Rev. Paul S. 
Munford,M . Div, 
PageA-7 
Life CHURCH OF Goo IN CHRIST 
·3~9 Rubidoux Blvd. Riv., CA 92509 
(877) 684-LIFE • Fax.No. (909) 684-8117 
www.LIFECHURCHRIVERSIDE.org 
"Celebrnting 12 Years of Ministry'" 
• LIFE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY (909) 684-3639 Pastor Ron and Lavette Gibson 
• WATCH US ON TELEVISION SfATION ----------~ I 
KDOC EYEBY SUNDAYAT 5PM 
"l/VING IN FULLNESS EVERYDAr 
Sunday Worship Services 
Wednesday Night Bible Study 
Friday Fellowship Services 
Prayer Tues lhru Friday 
,SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT 
Koinonia Mass Choir CO Available Now! 
ean the Otfce for details! 
8am, 9:45am, 11:30am. 7pm 
7:30pm (Classes for all Ages) 
7:30pm (Every 1st and 31d) 
6am, 12n, 7pm 
A Christ-Centered min;srry in a contemporary setting with a cutting edge mes- . 
sage for al/I 
Quinn A.M.E. Church 




Sunday Morning Worship 
Sunday School •·· 
Mid-day Bible S1udy, Tuesday 
Mid-week Bible S1udy. Wed. 
11 :00 a .rn. 
9 :30 a .m . 
12 noon 
7 :00 p .m . 
Pastor and Mrs. 
Michael Barta 
Second Baptist Church 
· I 
2911 Ninlh St., Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 303, Rivers ide, CA 92502 
Office, (909) 684-7532 ► fAX. (909) 6lH-l5o4 
w\,1w.sccond bapti i triver-;ide.01g 
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net 
Sunday Services 
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:00 a.m. 
Mid-Morning Worship 10:15 am. 
Nursery Open 10:15 a .m . 
Wednesday Services 
Prayer Services 7:00 p .m . 
Bible Study 7:45 p .m. 
"Second in NalI'!e, First in Love" 




54 I 3 341h Street 
Rivers ide. CA 92509 
(909) 686-5171 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday Schoo l 
9 :30 a .m. 
Morning Worship 




3600 Pork Ave . 
Riverside. CA 92507 
(909) 784-0860 
·11 place wh•r• o/1 mov 
com• and be refreshed" 
Pastor Christopher W. & 
Joyce McShan 
Midweek Medita1ion & 
Bible S1udy 
7 : 15 p .m. 
WeekLv Services 
Sunday 
Morn. Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
Eve. Worship 7 :00 p.m, 
Tuesday 
Bibi• Study 7 :00 p.m. 
Friday 
Evong•listlc S•rv.7:30 p.m. 
(lost frldoy or each month) 
March Field Christian Church 
15801 HarmonS1rcct 
( Sen ic e s at Arnold High School ) 
Ri\'e rs idc. CA 
(909) 682-9960 
WEEKL>' SERVICES 
Mt. Rubidoux S.VA 
Church 
2625 Avalon Streel 





Early Morning Service 
Church Service 




4:30 p.m. Marc K. Woodson 
Senior Pastor 
AMOS TEMPLE CME 
"The Healing Pince" 
5860 Arlington Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92504 
(909) 352-4196 - OFFICE 
(909) 352-4538 • FAX 
Donnell Rickey 
Jones, Pastor 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 8:00 & 11:00 a.m. 
Bible Study & Pr•yer Wed. 6 p.mJ 
Thurs. 12 Noon 
4009 Locust (al 101h S1.) 
Riverside. CA 9 2501 
Rev. Shermella Garrett-Egson 
(909) 686-0702 
www.a llen-chapel-ame-riv.org 
jCl"iCUI 'LC Or jn,v.cu 
Sunday Services 11 :00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Wednesday Bible Study 10:00 a.m. 
Wednesday Prayer & 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Trinity Baptist Church 
22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA 
(909) 656-4015 
"A church where everybody is 
somebody" 
Schedule of Service 
Sun. School 9:45 a .m. 
Sun. New Members ' Class 9:45 a.m. 
Worship Service Sun. 8:00 a .m. 
Worship Service Sun. 11:15 a .m. 
Prayer & Bible Study 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Study 
Thursday 12 Noon 
Rainbow Community Praise Center 
8768 Helms Avenue. Suite B 
RanchO Cucamonga, CA 91729 
(909) 481-6631 • RainbowCPC@aol.com 
Prayer Meeting 
Pr,t!se/Worship 
Miracle S ervice 
Services 
1 block west of Archibald and 
1 block s outh of 9th.,Street 
Wed. 7:00 PM 
Sat. 11 :00AM 
Sal. 6:00 PM 
Or_ 0 C . Nosakhere 
Thomas 
Senior Pastor 
MT. ZION BAPTIST 
CHURCH OF 
ONTARIO 
22~ W. California Street 
Ontario. CA 91762 
Pastor Brian & Hilda Kennedy and Family (909) 983-2411 
Morning Worship 8:00 a .m. 
Sun. Bible School 9:30 a .m. 
Sun. Morn. Worship 11 :00 a .m. 
Sun. Eve. Worship 6:00 p .m. 
I 
Mon. Eve. Worship 7:00 p .m. 
Wed. Night Prayer 7:00 p .m. 
Thurs. rnoon Bible Study 12:00 
Thursday, June 15, 2000 
LIGHT OF THE 
WORLD CHURCH OF 
Goo IN CHRIST 
5595 Molino Wp.y 












5970 Limonile Avenue 
Riverside. CA 92509 
(909) 682-4407 
lfeeklJ: lernfftl 
Sunday School IO a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 a.m. 
T4esday Prayer Meeting 
& Bible Study 7 p.m. 








James B. Ellis, Jr., Sr. Pastor 
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor 
The Light House 
(Meels at Canyon Family Worship Center) 
4225 Prado Road , #105 
Corona, California 92880 
(800) 650-5557 
Schedule of Service 
Dr. Jackson M. Doggelte, Saturday 
Jr. Pastor Emily Doggette Weekly Worship & Ce lebration 
1st Lady Services 4 :00 p.m. 
Tim BOOK OF AtTS 
l'aL"'itor Har,·••~· .. ~ 
.,,~ 11,, ..... r,uu~ 
j!Hl!I► 
UUl-02 II 
7 480 Sterling Avenue 
P.O. Box 220989 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
W EEKLY ORDER OF SERVICE· 
Praver:T uesdav 9:30 a.m. 
Th~rsday • 5:30 p .m . 
Friday 10:00 a .m . 
Bible Stud,·: Wednesday 6:00 p .m . 
SUNDAY SERVICES; 
Sunday School 9:45 a .m . 
Monung Worship 11:30 a .m . 
• Sunday 
Sunday 
9:30 a .m. Sunday School 
11 :00 a.m. Worship 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. Prayer/Bible Study 
'Where tne Power of God is being manifes/ed i 
m the lives of tne believers.·· 
Pastor Campbell and 
Sis. Shaun 
Elu. ~J(_L'_ l'am,pi:di' 
~'a_.!1.4.•; 
1:J.!a;J~._ 
~07, d:,",,, <Jli ::4<-,. 
dfo/mia, Cd{- ,;2345 
(76o}~ 
SHEPHERD'S GOSPEL TIME 
SUNDAYS 12:30 - 1 :30 PM 
1570 AM 
f or 
ADVERTISEMENT CALL DOROTHY SHEPHERD 
(909) 597-7134 t 






Murph Chapel African Methodist Episcopal 
Church 
1381 Pass & Covina Road 
West Covina, CA 9 1744 
(626) 9 17-3686 
Rev. Dorothy Leffall Patrick 
Sunday Worship8 :00 a.m. & 11 :00 a .m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Wednesday 6:00 p.m. 
Bible Class 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday Bible Class 10:00 a.m. 
Choir Practice 7:30 p.m. 
Bowling 6:00 p.m. 
RIVERSIDE 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(909) 780-2240 
Sunday Services 
Prayer of Consecration 9 :00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Devotion & Worship 10:45 a.m. 
Evening Bible Study 6:00 p.m. 
Communion and Baptism every 1st Sunday 
7:00 p.m. 
I 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
Rev. L.E. Campbell , Pastor 
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-8782 
Proverbs 10:23 
The O11e Year Bible 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Holy umd COGIC 
1024 N. "G"" Street 
San Bernardino. CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:30 am 
Morning Worship: 11 pm 
Evening Worship: 7 pm 
Pastoral Teaching: 8 pm Tues. 
Evangelistic Worship: 8 pm Th 
New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B. 
157 5 West 17th Street 
,:_,~A Start Your Subseription 
Today For Only $35 (In State) 
Bright light Full Gospel COGIC 
Elder Dewayne Butler, Pastor 
5339 Mission Blvd. 
Sunday Service 












San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 887-2526 Church 
(909) 887-5406 Fax 
Robert L. Fairley, Sr. Pastor 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship7:00, 9:30 am & 11 : 15 am 
Sunday School 8:30 am & 10:00 am 
!ADDRESS: 
. 
IPHONE: ( ) 
Send Check or money order to: 
Riverside, CA 92509 
9:45 a.m. 





Tue. & Fri . 
Eve. 6:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
4491 Kansas Avenue 







9 : 15 a.m. 




7:30 • 8:30 p.m. 
N.B.C. 5:00 pm 
Evening Service 6:00 pm 
Wed. Prayer Servicel2 noon & 6: 30 pm 
New Visions Christian Community New life Christian Church 
Church Rev. Elijah S. S ingletary, Pastor 
1846 1 Mariposa Ave. (Woodcrest Area) 1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92508 San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 687-7454 Sunday Services 
Senior Pastor Emerson (Jeff) Jefferson , Jr., Early Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
M.Ed., M.Div Church School Hour 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Morning Worship Houri I :00 a.m. 
Christian Growth Class 9:30 a.m. Tuesday 
Morning Worship & Praise I I :00 a.m. Bible Study Hour 6 :30 p .m. 
. Wednesday Thursday 
Prayer & Bible Study 7:0D p.m. Ptayer & Praise ·service 7:00 p .m. 
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Subscriptions 
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VANDALISM 
Continued from Front Page 
of the inc-ident. 
Two Mount San Jacinto High 
School students were also believed 
to have been involved, Wright said. 
"It's a senior prank that went 
awry," Rode said , adding the 
students were not troublemakers and 
all were good students. "Probably 
two people were involved in the hate 
crime aspect of this," he explained. 
All the students, who Rode said 
SPEAK OUT 
Continued from Page A-2 
glanced at my husband who raised 
his eyebrow. The question we were 
both thinking was "Us?" Being 
polite guests we said nothing. While 
filling my water glass I listened to a 
reporter from the Washington Times 
ask a red faced man in a Versace tie 
why he was there. "Ward's an old 
buddy of mine from way back!," was 
the proud answer. It was obvious that 
this was going to be a lovefest. 
Finally, Connerly entered the room 
and made his way up the aisle to the 
podium. He stopped to hug and be 
k issed by quite a few folks ~nd 
glanced nervously at us. I wondered 
if he thought we were going to jump 
up and yell traitor at him. In his 
s peech he almost immediately 
mentioned once again that his wife 
Ile ne is White . Since half the 
brothers in the NBA, NFL, MLB and 
even the NAACP have White wives I 
wondered why it was necessary to 
bring this up. Later, Connerly 
answered my unspoken question. He 
said frankly that he rejects the 
concept of race. I think he actually 
j us t rejects the concept that pride in 
one's own Blackness is a good thing. 
He states proudly on page I 9 of 
Creating EquaL that "Left to their 
own devices. I believe, Americans 
will melt and merge into ooch other" 
and "Since they first set foot on the 
shores of the New World Blacks and 
Whites haven't been able to keep 
their hands off each other." 
Like many other Blacks who aren't 
sati s fi e d wich che s kin they're in 
Connerly felt the need to remind his 
audience in both his speech and in 
great length in the book that he is 
s imply an American with brown 
skin . On page 24 he says that "I'm 
Blac k the way the way that Tiger 
Woods and so many other Amencans 
are Black-by the "one drop rule." In 
o the r wo rds he 's Black only by 
means o f a man made technicality. 
He then launches into a tedious 
description of hi s family tree. 
Connerly proudly claims his Cajun. 
Irish and Choctaw Indian ancestors. 
He pointedly states that hi s great 
grand moth er was an Iri sh woman 
and th a t h is grandmother looked 
more Indian than Black. In the 
speech and in the book he praises 
o nl y o ne Black man : Hi s Uncle 
James. As the only Black man who 
had any kind of positive influence on 
young Wardell. (Connerly dropped 
the "e ll " when he went away to 
college). it's obvi'ous that James must 
have been something really speciaL 
Conner!) mentioned his enduring 
fr iendship with fo rmer California 
governor Pete Wilson in the speech 
and devotes a lot of time to it in the 
book. Not once did he mention any 
Black friends. The one childhood pal 
who gets a mention in the book is a 
little White girl with freckles and red 
hair. The Black kids in his 
neighborhood are described as 
backwards and tribalistic. Apparently 
not one Black teacher or adult 
outside his family made an impact on 
him. 
He talks warmly about his White 
teachers, the elderly Jew who gave 
him his first job and the kindly White 
bus driver who drove a little slower 
each evening so young Wardell didn't 
have to run to catch his bus on the 
way to work. His family moved to 
California from Louisiana when he 
was just a young boy and apparently 
except for elderly or lower class 
Whites no-one appears to have 
mentioned his race to him at all! 
The Civil Rights movement was 
just soinething that was happening 
down South. He seems to have never 
listened to a Motown album or 
picked up a copy of Ebony"magazine. 
The few times he docs bring up 
Blacks adults who weren't family 
members the tone is dismissive. 
His mother's fune1al and going to 
his grandmother's church on Sunday 
are described like primitive rituals 
straight out of National Geographic. 
Somehow I don 't think he's ever 
had Hoppin' John on New Year's Eve 
o r been to a Guardsmen, or Boule 
party or attended a Step Show. I 
suspect a plate of chitlins would send 
him screaming into the night! 
Connerly's adult life began when he 
sa id good-bye to his grandmother 
and went off to college. There he met 
hi s future bride and despite her 
parents initial opposition they were 
manied in 1962. 
He met Pete Wilson and got into 
politics. This re lationship with 
Wilson was a boon to his 
cons truc tion busi ness. although 
Connerly denies it. and led to his 
appo intment as a University of 
Californ ia Regent. This is how he 
met Jerry and Ellen Cook. The Cooks 
were college professors who wrote 
the Cook Report which claimed that 
Black students were being admitted 
to UC wilh lower SAT scores than 
Whites. 
They were hardly objective 
. scho lars. however. They started 
looking into Black grades because 
they were angry that their son. James 
hadn't been accepted to any of the 
California medical schools he had 
applied to. 
Young James was accepted into 
Johns Hopkins, the best medical 
school in America but Johns Hopkins 
is all the way in Baltimore and poor 
young James wanted to attend school 
in California near his folks. 
Instead of telling the Cooks that it 
was time to cut the apron strings to 
let their little boy grow up Connerly 
was outraged. Black kids took James' 
place? How terrible! The movement 
that led to Prop. 209 was born. 
When Connerly told this story in 
his speech I noticed heads in the 
audience bobbing in approval. When 
the speech and the question and 
answer session were over he received 
a thunderous applause. I bought the 
book, since that is what book 
signings are for and took it up to his 
table to be signed. 
Having seen that my husband. and I 
weren't dangerous he smiled wannly 
at me and wrote a nice little note on 
the book's front page. 
Later, as my husband and I stepped 
into the blessedly cool night we both 
agreed that we understood why 
Connerly was so hated. He is a 
revolutionary. 
His, way of thinking is quite unlike 
anything we'd ever heard from a 
black man. 
We both wished that we hadn't been 
the only Blacks in the room that 
night. Why? Because Ward 
Connerly should not be ignored. His 
voice is powerful and he is both a 
comfort and touchstone to Whites 
who would tum back the clock on 
Black America. 
He does not understand Black 
people or sympathize with us in the 
least and he seems to be banking on 
the day when we will all simply slip 
into Whiteness as he has done. At the 
end of the book he talks about the 
birth 'of his granddaughter and exults 
because her tiny little fist next to his 
brown skin was as "white as snow." I 
almost quit reading at that point but 
kept on. On the final page of the 
book he asks bookstore owners and 
librarians not to put his book in the 
African American section. 
Ward Connerly 's hook left me 
feeling more sad than angry. I 
wondered what the hell happened to 
young Wardell Connerly. How on 
earth did he loose the unparalleled 
joy of loving Black people and living 
life as a Bla<.:k person ·> 
Strange fruit is what Jesse Jackson 
<.:allcd him . 
Strange fruit indeed. 
Kimberley Lindsay Wilson is a 
freelance writer lil'ing in Alexandria. 
She is th e author of Work It! The 
Black Woman's Guide to Success at 
Work. 
SECURITY GUARD 
Continued from Front Page 
thi s county who work wiihiri thi s 
city's boundaries and outside o: it? 
A decis ion was made to switch the 
Mo nday mornin g protests , to the 
afternoons beginning at 4pm so that 
people who worked could panicipate 
and brin g their children as well. 
acco rding to o rganizer Bernell 
Butler. The Thursday rallies a t the 
San Bemadino Sheriff's Department 
to protes t its hiring of fo rmer 
Riverside Police officer Paul Bugar 
will be held .at 4pm as well. 
A mi sconceptio n has been 
circulating through the DA's office 
that the protesters are people who do 
not work, thoug li many have jobs, 
and others have retired after decades 
,s pent in the work force . Other 
activists who would like to come o ut 
and protest are at risk of losing their 
jobs if th e ir faces are caught o n 
videotape, simply for exercising their 
first amendment rights in Riverside. 
As 'the District Attorney's office 
attempts to push 20 activists to trial 
for praying on the 91 freeway, many 
are s till se e king new legal 
representation after the untimely 
, s uspe ns ion of attorney Mark 
, , Blankenship who represented 'many 
of the proteste rs. Several have 
attempted to acquire public defenders 
but are told that because the office is 
a lready r epresenting one of the 
defendants that they can not take on 
another due to a conflict of interest. 
While the DA's office treats the 
Continued from Page A-4 
held on June 24, 2000, at the Hap 
A rnold Club at March Air Force 
Base. Our social hour and si lent 
a uc tion will s tart at 6 :00 p.m. 
Dinner will be served at 7:00 p.m. 
We will have lots of fun in the 
form of silent auctions and raffles; 
p le nty of e nte rtainment with a 
group from Los Angele s called 
"G ravity" and Jots of dancing 
music by "The Bad CP." Donations 
are $25 per person. Your choice of 
protesters as twenty individual 
c rimina l defen dants to be tried 
separately. rather than one group of 
activists. the puhlic defenders· office 
sees us as one entity, and will only 
represent one person . Seve ral 
activists have consulted with dozen~ 
o f attorneys from Rivers ide . San 
Bernadino arid even Los Angeles 
counties and have been turned away 
due to the political nature of the case. 
One lawyer consulted by a defendant 
facing child endangerment charges 
asked for a $2500 retainer and $ I 000 
per court appearance fee, which is 
more than she was able to afford. 
Several activists have been assigned 
attorneys from the conflict panel , 
who are private attorneys being paid 
by the county, at below their regular 
fees to represent indigent protesters. 
However, most of the defendants are 
hesitant to be appointed one of these 
attorneys as they have seen every 
possible alternative closed to them, 
except this one, by the system and 
fear being railroaded to jail. . 
Despite the fact that the majority of 
its defendants are struggling to find 
legal representation, the District 
Attorneys office has set the first trial 
dates on June 19, and 26, for eight 
defendants, seven who are without 
lega l representation, and has 
subpoenaed witnesses to appear on 
its beha lf. It has also refused to 
consent to any more continuances 
requested by the protesters, saying 
th'at the proceedings have been 
dinner will consist of either 
chicken o r beef. 
We are planning on this being a 
fun event. No long winded 
s peec hes or platitudes! We 
Promise! Just a great kickoff to the 
summer! We want to meet all of 
the people there, exchange cards, 
meet both old and new frie'nds and 
let our hair down. Please join us. 
For ticket information, call me at 
the BAPAC office at 686-461 i or 
Mary at 369-3377. 
dragged out long enough. even 
though only four months have passed 
s ince charges were filed . Our fate. 
and our constitutional right to have 
legal representation at our trials now 
lie in the hands of Commissioner 
Robert M . Padia, if our efforts to 
obtain legal counsel do not mee t 
these deadlines set by the attorney for 
the people. 
In the meantime, four officers who 
murdered a Black woman lying 
unconscious in her aunt's car remain 
unmolested by the legal system. 
Officers Michael Alagna, Wayne 
Stewart and their commanding 
sergeant Gregqry Preece, who uttered 
racist slurs at ihc scene of a tragedy, 
are trying to get reinstated into the 
department, through the arbitration 
process. Officer David Hackman, 
who while in a locker room with 
other officers cruelly caricatured 
Tyisha Miller' s grieving 
grandmother, comparing her cries to 
"Watts de_ath wc:ils" and derided 
Blacks as being "NPis" has resigned 
and is currently employed by another 
law enforcement agency. Since he 
was appealing his suspension without 
pay for those racist remarks prior to 
his resignation, it is unclear whether 
he ever served it, because in 
accordance with state law, the 
department can not release that 
information. Officer Bill Rhetts, who 
made a racist joke about Tyisha 
Miller and Rodney King, and later 
stated that it was an attempt to 
"educate" newer officers recently 
received an industrial retirement for . 
'an alleged work-related injury and 
will receive 50% of his salary tax-
free and benefits for the rest of his 
life .. 
In a city which prosecutes 
protesters when it does not like the 
message they preach, and rewards 
officers for misconduct while 
turning a blind eye to murder, a · 
county employee screaming racial 
epithets on a public street should 
stun, but not surprise because she 
serves as a reminder that racism is 
alive and ~ell, in this All-American 
city. 
were of various races, were under 18 
and their names weren't disclosed. 
"It's a calm school (raciai'ly). The 
principal of the school just wishes 
that the ones involved would 
apologize. He's not looking for any 
vengeance," Rode said. 
Police detectives were 
interviewing the students to 
determine the extent of the:r alleged 
role in the incident. No .,one 
WOA 
Continued from Front Pag~ 
kids and helping others . She has been 
the driving force in the Eastside 
community to improved race 
relations between Blacks and 
Hispanics .' She is committed and will 
give those in need the "shin off her 
back". She has been known to feed 
the hungry and cloth those in need of 
clothing. 
When her parenting class was not 
funded this year after six consecutive 
years of funding , she didn't .give up, 
she is still writing grants and trying to 
serve parents who are trying to put 
their families back together. She 
offers the classes at no cost. 
Mary Ann Andreas, is Tribal 
Chairwoman of the Morongo Band 
of Indians , is another awesome 
awardee. She has been responsible 
for hiring more people of diverse 
backgrounds than anyone in the 
Inland Empire. She has raised the 
quality of life of families in the 
Inland Empire. She has been a. 
tireless fi g hter for child welfare , 
economic development, healthcare, 
education and gaming issues. She 
knows wh at people are feeling. 
Growing up in an adobe house with 
dirt floors is far from how she lives 
. . ·- .. 
now but not geographically far away 
because she lives down the street in 
the same neighborhood on the same 
reservation. She cannot forget from 
whence she came. She is a passionate 
protector of sovereignty for the 
nation , Proposition 5 and IA, clean 
water. education child care or food 
for every child. 
Mildred Thomas is a retired 
teacher. She has a deep abiding love 
for children and people· of any 
culture. She is a mentor and reaches 
out to the underprivileged . She is 
kn own to be nice but turns her 
niceness into tangible help for those 
in need. She supports those in need 
mentally, spiritually and financially. 
She takes multiculturism to the 
extreme. She has opened her doors to 
international students and visitors. 
She has been involved in the 
International Relations Council for 
witnessed the vandalism and police 
were still trying to determine who 
was responsible , Sgt. Patrick 
Williams said. 
"One student admitted to finding 
the dead cat in the road and hanging 
it (from the bell tower) because he 
thought it was funny, officer 
William Hutchinson said. 
Wright said the incident shouldn't 
reflect poorly on other students. 
over 30 years. She has traveled to 48 
countries, but she doesn't just travel 
she researches the culture, history 
'and geography of each place she 
visits, before, during and after the 
visit. 
Marla Gibbs became the third 
national Woman of Achievement, 
because of her commitment to the 
community. She poured $8 million 
dollars into a cultural center for the 
community where she still lives. Best 
known as Florence, the Jefferson's 
maid on the television show The 
Jeffersons she said she was also like 
Mildred Thomas, a teacher. She had 
to teach George how to cook, clean 
and open the door for himself. The 
Marla Gibbs after the television lights 
go out is the Marla Gibbs who loves 
the children of the community so 
much that she poured $8· million into 
a cultural center in a community in 
transition, the Crenshaw area of Los 
Angeles. She saw a need and filled it. 
She gave s trugg ling and not so 
struggling performers a place to 
· work. When people said we have no 
Black clubs she opened one but they 
didn't come. She announced Marla's 
Supper Club is up for sale. She was 
ahead of her time. She has given a 
_ _ _ .., . ... -E L-- .. :--.n. ♦ .., J ,.......,,- .,._,J 
portion of her time, talent , and 
financial resources to the community 
and has paid her dues. Marla Gibbs 
deserves to be honored. 
The Schraer Award went to 
Navarro because of his tenacity and 
longtime commitment to the 
community. Like the award's 
namesake he stands up to bigotry 
whenever he finds it. A speechless 
Navarro listened while Hardy Brown 
spoke of how long and how 
committc·d h as been to making 
Manin Luther King's dream a rnality 
in hi s own corner of the world . 
Brown spoke of involvemenuin 
protests with the NAACP and Nation 
of Islam against the Ku Klux Klan in 
Fontana when they (KKK) shot a 
Black Edison lineman off the electric 
pole. Brown recounted how Nal'\'ano 
fought discrimination in the county 
cal ling Unity R a ll ies and more 
Sit back. Relax. Anet enjoy, 
the sweet sounds of a new game. 
Now's the time to play. With jackpots that start at S7 million and 
"There are 390 seniors who didn't 
accept the call to come over and 
particjpate in the prank," the 
principal said. "They chose not to 
get involved, and I want to praise 
them. Don't let the actions of the 
few cloud the whole group. 
"They are a good bunch of kids." 
Wright was contacted and did not 
respond at press time. 
recently when he rallied everyone to 
support the embattled police officer 
Rene Rodriguez. He was like Dr. 
Schraer, when she found racist 
literature on the UCR campus. She 
said in the strongest of terms, "we 
live in a won·derful multiracial, 
multicultural, multiethnic, world. Our 
greatest st(ength is our working 
together to create a society where 
equality of opportunity and respect 
for all is held supreme. Racial hatred 
is a sickness of extraordinary 
dimensions, an insidious cancer that 
attacks the very soul of society." 
" We will fight this with the 
weapons of the scholar, the quest for 
truth and the search for 
knowledgement and enlightenment 
and we will prevail.," she wrote. 
Navarro has stood up to the system 
when society and administrators 
wanted to blow the candle o ut on 
Ethnic Studies Programs . He has 
become the intellectual fighter that 
Dr. Schraer spoke about but he has 
proved he can still take it to the 
streets. 
The Dr. Rosemary Schraer 
Scholarships were presented to 
undergrad and graduates: Nadiyah 
Jelaan Jones, and Kwakiutl L. Dreher 
_c 1 r~» .... _..J v _n . . A-.....:1 n __ __ _ ,...,_, 
of UCR and Kelly April Denny, Cal 
State San Bernardino, Tamika 
Michelle Hinton, Loyola Marymount, 
Adena Adrienne Scruggs California 
Baptist, Alayna, Aretha Marie 
Scruggs, University of California'Los 
Angeles, Antoinette Jenise Scruggs, 
California State, Sacramento, Arlene 
Wilhite-Rogers, UCR, and Candace 
Genetrice Stein, Hampton University. 
Rounding out the program was the 
introduction of former women of 
achievement by Dr. Lula Mae 
Clemons and the beautiful voice of 
Keisha Halverson. 
Proclamations/certificates were 
given to each woman by, 
Congressman Ken Calvert, 
Supervisor Tom Mullen, State 
Senator Ray Haynes, Senator Barbara 
Boxer, Assemblyman Rod Pacheco, 
Mayor Ron Loveridge. 
9 ways to win, what else is there to say but, I love playing this game. 
Please play responsibly. Must be 18 or old er to p lay. Jackpots paid in 26 annual payments. 
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' EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITI E S 
PSD CENTER CLERK 
S9.48 - $12.11/hr· + benefits 
• (elf. 7/1/00) 
Center Clerks perform a wide 
variety of general clerical duties 
at a Head Start Site. Reqs: 6 
. mos. FT equiv. work exp. (paid 
or volunteer) performing general 
office/clerical duties. Must type 
35 wpm ;;rno have HSD or GED. 
Current vacancies in the High 
Desert. 
PSD FOOD SERVICE 
WORKER 
$7.79 - $9.96/hr· + benefits 
• (eff. 7/1/00) 
PSD' Food Service Workers set 
up meals & maintain food ser-
vice areas for pre-school age 
children at a Head Start site. 
REQ'S: 6 mos. FT equivalent 
food service work ·exp. (paid or 
volunteer) in a restaurant, fast 
food chain, licensed daycare, 
school or similar environment. 
These are contract positions to 
work approx. 9 mos/yr. •Salaries 
eff. 7/1/00. Apply by 6/23/00 at 
San Bernardino County HR 
157 W. Fifth St. , First Floor 





L E GALS 
The fol!owing person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
WESTSTATE REFRIGERATION 
- AIR CONDITIONING & HEAT-
ING 
17600 Clark Street 
Perris, CA 92570 
Donald Hans Macleod 
17600 Clark Street 
Perris, CA 92570 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ ... Don Macleod 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use 1n 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/18/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of th~ original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 003892 
p.5125. 6/1, 6/8, 6/15 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ALINDA S. GARDNER· HEALTH 
CARE PROGRAMS 
5362 Beany Drive 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Alnida Sue Gardner 
5362 Beatty Dnve 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant Ms not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(~) listed 
above. 
s/ .. Al inda S. Gardner 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this st11te of a tictitious business 
name in violation of tM rights of 
another under lederal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
,8,p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/ 17/00. 
, I hereby cer1ify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 003867 
p. 'i/25, 611, fi/8, 6/15 
The following person(s) is (are) 
11)1nq busir-~ss as· 
GHOSTAIDE KUSTOMS 
2925 Via Toscana Ave. #201 
Corona, CA 91719 
Larry Gomes (Frankie) 
2925 Via Tostana Ave. #201 
Corona, CA 91 719 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 10 
t1ansact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ .. . Larry Gomes 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 04/20/00. 
1 hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
· GARY L. ORSI), County Clerk 
FILE NO. 003169 
p.5/25, 611, 6/B, 6115 
The following person(s) is (are) · 
doing business as: 
JLA COMMERCIAL REAL 
ESTATE 
4927 Rockledge Drive 
• Riverside, CA 92506 
James Leon Antoyan 
4927 Rockledge Drive 
Riverside, CA 92$06 
This business is conducted by 
lndiVidual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious busir,ess name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ ... James Leon Antoyan 
. The filing of this s tatement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
• name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
' ~ iverside on 05/11/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
Employment Opponunity 
COUNSELORS NEEDED 
Non-public school serving chil-
dren with special needs, 0-6 
years, is seeking two family coun-
selors. MFT or LCSW license 
required. Experience with chil• 
drnn with special needs pre-
ferred. For info and application: 
The Children's Center of 
Riverside (909) 784-0020. 
FOR SALE 
Salon Furniture 
Complete Salon Furniture for 








GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 003721 
p.5125, 6/1, 618, 6115 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
WOW WELLNESS ON WHEELS 
41961 Margarita Ad. #28 
Temecula, CA 92591 
Maria Q[ane Rice 
41961 Margarita Ad. #28 
Temecula, CA 92591 
This business is. conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ Maria D. Rice 
The filing of t11is statement does 
not of itself a<1thorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/25/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state· 
ment on file in my oftice. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004107 
p. 611, 618, 6115, 6122 
The following. person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
LEGACY BOAT DOCKS 
9304 Narnia Drive 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Gaylord A. (Ahyun) Wynters 
2598 Stevens Drive 
Corona, CA 92879-7850 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ ... Gaylord A. Wynters 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this slate of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/26/00. 
I hereby certify lhal this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on fife in mv office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004109 
p.611, 618. 6115, 6122 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: , 
GOLDEN AGE SERVICES 
2950 Waldorf Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
12625 Frederick St. #15'257 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Princess J . (Joann) Jones 
2950 Waldorf Dr. 
Riverside, CA. 92507 
This business i's conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
5/16/00. 
s/ .. . Princess J. Jones 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this stale of a fictitious business 
name in violation o! the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/16/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original slale-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 003844 
p.611, 6/8, 6115, 6122 
The following person(s) is (ale) 
do ing business as: 
SONIA RUSH RECORDS 
11 290 Pierce Street 
, Riverside, CA 9251 5 
Jose Miguel Rosario 
4990 Walnut St. Apt. 6 
Riverside, CA 92505 
Laura Rosario 
4990 Walnut St. Apt. 6 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business is conducted by a 
General Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/.:.Jose M. Rosario 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) · 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/10/00'. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Cleik 
FILE NO. 003686 
p.611, Ml, 6115, 6122 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
CHURCH OF PSYCHIC MIN• 
ISTRIES 
9398 Avenida San nmoteo 
Cherry Valley, CA 92223 
· Lisa Fischbach (Marie) 
9398 Avenida San nmoteo 
Cherry Valley, CA 92223 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under ·the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
1:1bove. 
s/ ... Lisa Fiscnbach 
The fifing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/26/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the orlginal state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. CASO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004136 
p.6/1, 618, 6115, 6/22 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
MOUNTAINVIEW ACCOUNTING 
9520 Nickellaus Court 
Corona, CA 92883 
Jennifer Ann Ellingson 
9520 Nickellaus Court 
Corona, CA 92883 
This business is conductec by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed. above on 
April 1, 2000. 
s/ ... Jennifer Ann Ellingson 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state cif a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) • · 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/24/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correcl copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004053 
p.611, 618 , 6115, 6122 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
O'TAY ACTIVE WEAR 
10555 lndianaAve. #105 
Riverside, CA 92509 
King bavid Gipson Sr. 
6918 Sundown Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Kimberly Ann Gipson 
6918 Sundown Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
This business Is conducted by 
Individuals -· Husband and Wife. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the f ic t i-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ ... King David Gipson Sr. 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself autnorize the use in 
this state ol a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. sec. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/26/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file 1n my off ice. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004133 
p.611 , 618, 6115. 6122 
PETITION TO ESTABLISH 
PARENTAL RELATIONSHIP 
VISITATION AND CHILO CUSTODY 
CASE NO. 181925 
Michael Bigsby 
, 4476 Michael Street 
Rive•stde. CA 92507 
Pro-Per 
Superior Court ol Calrforn,a, Counry of 
Riverside 
4175 Main Slreet 
Riverside, CA 
Family Law 
Petitioner: Michael Bigsby 
Respondent: Che,yllyn Caner 
Petitioner is the lather. The ch1ldr~n are 
Nicholas Miguel Bigsby Caner, 3/18/93, 
age 6, sex mate and Brandon Leon 
Carter. 5/10/96, age 3 sex male. The 
court has jurisdiction over the respon-
dent because the respondent had sexu-
al intercourse in this state, w~ich ;esult-
ed 1'1 conception of the children hsted in 
item 2. The ac1ion brought in this coun-
ly because the child resides or 1s found 
in the county Petitioner c laims respon-
dent is the ch1id's mother. respondent 
who is child's parent has failed to sup-
pon the child. The petitioner in this 
action is solely supponing the minor· 
children. Petitioner requests the' court 
to make the determinations indicated 
below. Parenl·Child Relalionship -
Petitioner is the parent of the children 
lisled ia item 2. Child cuS1od), and visi-
tation, legal custody of childre.n to 
Petitioner, Physical custody of children 
lo Petitio/1er. Visitation of children: 
Reasonable visitation. Facts in support 
of the requested custody and visrtation 
orders are contained in the attached 
declaration. Children's names be 
changed, pursuant to Family Code sec· 
lion 7638, as follows: Brandon Leon 
Carter to be changed 10 Brandon Leon 
Bigsby. 
Filed: June 17. 1999 
s/ .. Michael Bigsby 
p.5125.'611, 618, 6115 
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION OF 
SUMMONS OR CITATION 
DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE 
CASE NO. 184652 
FILED April 28, 2000 
Manuel Zayas 048069 · 
A·2 108 Low - Centinela State Prison 
P.a. Box 901 
Imperial, CA 9ns 1 
Petitioner in ProPer 
Superior Court, County of Riverside, 
State of Calfornia Rl\lerside 
4050 Main St. 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Upon reading and filing evidence con-
sist i a declaration as provided in 
Section 415.50 CCP by Ella A. Faulk for 
Petitioner, Manuel Zayas, and It satis-
facloril)I appearing lherefrom that the 
defencsant, respondent, or citee Dorts 
.layas, cannot be served with reason-
able diligence in any other manner 
specttied in anicle 3. Chapter 4, Title 5 
of the Code of Civil Procedure, and it 
also appeamg from thq verttied com-
plain! or petition that a good cause of 
PageA-9 
action exists in this action in favor of the 
plaintiff. petitioner, or citee therein and 
against the delendar.t, respondent, or 
citee and that the said defendant, 
respondent, or citee is a necessary and 
proper party to the action or thal the 
partyo be served has or claims an inter-
est in, real or personal property in this 
state that is subject to the jurisdiction of 
the Court or the relief demanded in the 
action consists wholly or i part in exqus-
ing such party {r001 any interest in such 
property: NOW, on motion of Petttioner, 
Manuel Zayas Altorney(s) for lhe 
Plainl itt{s), Petitioner{s). or contes-
lanl{s). IT IS ORDERED that lhe ser• 
vice of said summons or citation in this 
action be made upon said defendant, 
, respondent. or citee by publication 
!hereof in BLACK VOICE a newspaper 
of general c irculation published at 
Riverside, Cal~omia, hereby designat-
ed as the newspaer most likely to giveo-
tice 10 said defendant; that said publica-
tion be made at least once a week for 
. four successive weeks. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that a copy 
of said summons or citation and of said 
complaint or petition in this action be 
forthwith deposited in 1he Uni1ed Stales 
Post Office, post-paid, directed to said 
defendant, respondent, or citee tt his 
address ls ascertained before expira· 
tion of the time prescribed for the publi-
cation of this summons or citation and a 
declaration of this mailing or of the fact 
that the address was not ascertained be 
filed at the expiration of the lime pre-
scribed for the publication. • 
Dated: April 28, 2000 
s/ ... Stuart E. Glickman, Judge 
p.5125, 6/1, 618, 6/15 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
MONEY TREE FINANCIAL 
5045 Butler Drive 
Riverside, CA 92505 
Mary F. Morris (Frances) 
5045 Butler Drive 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business is conducted by . 
Individua l. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ ... Maiy F. Morris 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of lhe rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/10/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 003681 
p.618, 6115. 6122. 6/29 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
BUM STEERS 
TAKE A BOUGH 
19313 Pyramid Cir. 
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 
Heather Hawor1h (Nicole) 
19313 Pyramid Circ. 
Lake Elsinore. CA 92530 
Michael Haworth (Earl) 
19313 Pyramid Cir. 
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 
This business 1s conducted • by 
Individuals -- Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet bP.gun to 
transact business under th~ ficti-
tious business name(~) listed 
above. 
s/ ... Heather Haworth 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself a\Jthorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of lhe rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law
0
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statemert filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/18/00. 
I hereby certify that tr.;~ copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 003901 
p. 6/8, 6115, 6122. 6129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
DESERT PRINTING CO. 
41 651 Corporate Way 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
Wanda Saunders Matranga 
73250 Desert Rose Drive 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
Anthony George Matranga 
73250 Desen Rose Dr. 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
This business is conducted by 
Individuals -- Husband & Wife. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
4/01 /00. 
s/ .. .Wanda Matranga 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitlous business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. sec. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/31/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy Is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 001281 
p. 6/8, 6115, 6122, 6129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
THE PRINTING PLACE 
41651 Corporate Way 
Palm Dasen, CA 92260 
Wanda Saunders Matranga 
73250 Desert Rose Dr. 
Palm Desen, CA 92260 
Anthony Matranga 
73250 Desert Rose Dr. 
Palm Desen, CA 92260 
This business i$ conducted by 
Individuals -- Husband & Wife. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
1/01/91.. 
s/ .. .Wanda S. Matronga 
The fifing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this · state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statemenl filed wilh the County of 
Riverside on 05/31/00. 
f hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 001280 
p 618, 6115. 6122, 6129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
EXECUTIVE FACILITY SER-
VICES 
1550 Heather Lane, Bldg. A 
Riverside, CA 02504 
P.O. Box 1700 
Riverside, CA 92502 
Horioka Holdings, Inc. 
(If corporation or limited liability 
company, state of incorporation or 
organization) California. · 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
2/28/95. 
s/ ... George M. Horioka 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal. state. or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) · 
Statement filed wiih the County of 
Riverside on 05/30/QO. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the or1ginal state-
ment on fi le in my office,. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004173 
p.618, 611 5, '5122, 6129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
MITAVEND CO. 
519 Donatello Drive 
Corona CA 92882 
• Mitra Jafarkhani 
519 Donatello Drive 
Corona, CA 92882 
This ousiness is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ .. . Mitra Jafark~ani 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
. name in violation of the rights cf 
another under federal, state. or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/02/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of Ille original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004276 
p 618, 6.'15, 6122, 6/29 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
SPLASH WRAP OF CALIF. 
CAPTAIN RON 
206 S: Buena Vista #58 
(;orona, CA 92882-1928 
3410 F La Sierra.Avenue #162 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Ronald Stringer (Lee) 
2065 Buena Vista 
Corona, CA 92882-1928 
This busil)ess is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans• 
act _pusiness under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
6/21 /94. ' 
s/ ... Ronald L. Stringer 
LLC/AI# M0286967 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in viola,tion of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&pcode) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/05/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my ottice. 
G.ARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004338 
p.618, 6115, 6122, 6129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
'doing business as: 
ACE 1 MOBILE PRESSURE 
WASHING 
3586 Hadley Drive 
Mira Loma, CA 91752 
Ruben Cortez (Rosales) 
3586 Hadley Drive 
Mira Loma, CA 91752 
Pedro Cortez (Rosales) 
8067 Santropez 
Fontana, CA 92335 
This business is conducted by Co-
Partners. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
October 19, 1998. 
s/ ... Ruben Conez Rosales 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious .business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under· federal, state. or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/12/00. · 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clark 
FILE NO. 004515 
p.6/15, 6,'22. 6129, 716 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
WE THE PEOPLE FORM AND 
SERVICE CENTER OF 
RIVERSIDE, LLC , 
6519 Magnolia Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92506 
We The People Form and Service 
Center of Riverside, LLC 
6519 Magnolia Avenue 
Riverside. CA 92506 
This business is conducted by 
Limited liability 
Company/Pannersh1p. 
Registrant commenced to trans· 
act business under the f1ct1tious 
business name(s) listed above on 
February 7. 2000. 
sf .. Ben Ari Manes 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/07/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the originai state· 
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004385 
p.6115. 6/22, 6129, 7/ 6 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
TRANSPORTATION EMP.LOY· 
EES INVESTMENT CLUB 
16195 Gardner Avenue 
Woodcrest. CA 92504 
RJ Williams, Jr. 
16195 Gardner Ave. 
Woodcrest,.CA 92504 
This business is conductP.d by 
Limited Liability 
Company/Partnership. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
March, 1998. 
s/ ... RJ Will iams. Jr. 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of lhe rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County o.f 
Riverside on 06/12/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004506 
p .6115, 6122, 6129, 716 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
BELPORT 
12745 Argo Place 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Robert Wilkerson 
127 45 Argo Place 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fici-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ ... Robert Wilkerson 
The filing of tbis statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
· name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/05/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state• 
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004321 
p .6115, 6/22, 6129, 716 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
COLLEGE RIDESHARE 
2863 Bragg Street 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Valerie Pellum-Titus 
2863 Bragg Street 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Eugene Titus 
2863 Bragg Street 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is conducted by 
Individuals - Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fici-
tious business , name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ .. . Eugene Titus 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/07/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO. County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004402 
p 6115, 6122. 6129. 716 
The following pe1son(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
BLACK TOMB PRODUCTIONS 
5700 Lochmoor Drive #84 
Riverside. CA 92505 
Billy Kendrick Williams 
5700 Lochmoor Drive #84 
Riverside. CA 92507 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant t1as not yet begun to 
transact business under the fici-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ ... Billy Williams 
The fil ing of this statement does 
not of itself autHorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common 1aw (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/07/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004403 
p.6115, 6122 , 6129, 716 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 




6700 lndi'3na Ave. #130 
Riverside, CA 92506 
National One Mortgage Corp. 
6700 Indiana Ave. # 130 
Riverside, CA 92506 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fici-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ .. . Jeffrey S. Maus 
POLICE OFFICER RECRUITMENT 
$3,374 - $3,542 - $3,719 - $3,004 • $4,101 - $4,305 
ea.JAL OPPQATUNITY e.-Pl.OVER • WOMEN & MINORITIES EftfCCORA.GED TO.APPL V 
Apply: city of Fiveflld4 Human A,aouree1 o.partmttrt 




The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/01 /00. • 
I hereby ce(lify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file In my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004232 
p.6/15, 6122, 6129, 716 
NOTICE OF PETITION FOR 
PROBATE OF WILL ANO FOR 
LETTERS TESTAMENTARY 
CASE NO. 078040 
HEEARING DATE: 7/12/00 
Ralph Talley 
,6017 Acacia Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90056 
Superior Court of California, 
County of Riverside 
4050 Main Street 
Riverside, CA 
Estate ol ALLIE LOUISE TERRAY 
Publication will be in Publication 
to be arranged. PETITIONER 
RALPH TALLEY. Decedent's will 
and codicils, tt any, be admitted to 
probate. Ralph Talley to be 
appointed executor and Letters 
issue upon qualification. That full 
authority be granted 10 administer 
under the independent 
Administration of Estate Act. 
Bond not be required for the rea-
sons stated in item 3d. Decedent 
died ori March 17,2000 at 
Riverside, California, a resident of 
the county named above. Sl(eet 
address, city, and courtty of dece-
dent's residence-at time of death, 
2404 Rancho Dr., Riverside. 
Character and estimated value of 
the property of the estate: 
Personal propeny: $27,000.00; 
Annual gross income from real 
property S00.00; personal proper-
ty $00.00; Total: $00.00; Real 
·Property: $150,000.00. Will 
waves bond. Copy of decedent's 
will dated: 6-22-tlB. Codic ils 
dated: None. Appointment of per-
sonal representative. 
Appointment of executor or 
administrator with will annexed; 
Proposed executor is named as 
executor in the will and consents 
to act. Appointment of administra-
tor. Petitioner is a person entitled 
to Letters. Appointment of special 
administrator requested. 
Proposed personal representative 
is a resident of California. The 
decedent is survived by no 
spouse as follows: divorced or 
neve r married , no child, no issue 
of a predeceased child. Decedent 
is not survived by a stepchild or 
foster child or children who would 
have been a!:fopJed by decedent 
but for a legal barrier. Decedent is 
survived by issue of deceased 
parents, all of whom are listed in 
item 8. Decedent is survived by 
nex1 of kin, a ll of whom are listed 
in item e. Decedent had no pre-
deceased spouse. Decedent is 
survived by next of kin of the 
decedent, all of whom are listed 1n 
item 8. Listed in Attachment 8 are 
the names. relationships, ages, 
and addresses, so far as known to 
or reasonably ascertainable by 
petitioner, of (1) a ll persons 
named in decedent's will and cod• 
icils, whether living or deceased, 
(2) all persons named or checked 
in items 2.5.6, and 7, and (3) all 
beneficiaries of a devisee trust in 
which the trustee and personal 
representative are the same per-
son. 
Number of pages attached 1 
Dated March 29, 2000 
s./...Ralpi1 Talley 
ATTACHMENT 8 
CASE NO. 078040 
ESTATE OF: ALLIE LOUISE 
TERRY 
Persons named in the Will: 
Allen Thomas Terry, Jr., (78) 
Brother 
2404 Rancho Drive 
Riverside. CA 92507 
Ralph Talley, (60) 
Nephew 
60 17 Acacia Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90056 
W<1,ymond Talley, (58) 
Nephew · 
5353 Almont St. 
Los Angeles, CA 90032 
Lloyd Talley, (56) 
Nephew 
5631 Glenford St. 
Los Angeles, CA 90008 
p. 6/8, 6115, 6122, 6/29 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR 
CHANGE IN OWNERSHIP OF ALCO· • 
HOLIC BEVERAGE LICENSE 
Continued on Page A-4 
, . 
IFESTYLES • Health 
• Fitness 
NCNW Host Luncheon 
The National Council of Negro WoII)en, Pomona Valley Section will host a luncheon Saturday, 
June 17, 2000 at 12:30 p.m. Cal Poly Pomona, Kellogg West, 3801 West Temple Ave., Bldg. 
76. For more information contact (909) 869-2222. Tickets are $25.00 per person. Members o 
the NCNW will portray famous women who have influenced our history. RSVP by June 9, 
2000. 
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Fathe.r's Day at the Railway Museum 
The Black Voice Newr 
RIVERSIDE 
The Orange Empire Railway 
Museum will welcome all 
families for Father's Day at the 
museum on Sunday, June 18, 
2000. Join dad for rides into the 
past on vintage trains and 
trolley cars, and visit more than 
100 streetcars, interurban cars, 
locomotives, passenger cars , 
and cabooses. Admission to the 
museum grounds is free. All-
day ride passes -- good for all 
train and trolley rides -- are $7 
for adults, $5 for children 5-11, 
free for kids under 5. 
In addition, families can treat 
dad to the Father's Day Family 
Barbecue, catere~ by the 
Amigos Tres Restaurant, 
AARP Forum Set for June 22nd 
Tlze Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
A complimentary forum will be 
held on Thursday, June 22, 2000, 
8:00-10:00 a .rn . at Parkview 
Community Hospital Founders 
Center, sponsored by the American 
Association of Retired persons 
(AARP), Riverside County Office 
on Aging, and California 
Department of Health Services, 
Long Term Care Integration Unit, 
through a special grant. This forum 
will feature presentations from the 
State AARP Office and the 
California Department of Health 
Services. "We are excited to have 
Tom Porter, Director, California 
AARP a recognized consumer 
advocate for long term care reform 
for many years and I;.,ora Connelly, 
Director, Long Term Care 
Ir1tegr<\tion unit, California 
Department of Health Services at 
this event. Lora Connelly is 
providing leadership within the 
Out Bodies 
Ernest C. Levister, Jr., M.D. 
F.A.C.P. F.A.C.P.M. 
Dear Dr. Levister: My father is 
86-years-old. He has been blessed 
with good health for more than 
· eighty of those years. However, in 
the last few years, it seems he has 
been barraged by health problems, 
~ost of them heart-related. We 
believe he gets good overall health 
care. The problem is that he sees 
three heart specialists alone. He 
feels overwhelmed by all this care 
and the choices it presents. How 
can a person handle all this medical 
care? 
P.L. 
Dear P.L.: You describe a 
problem that is increasingly 
common these days -- and 
ironically, is the price we pay for 
medicine's stunning successes over 
the last several decades. People are . 
living longer thanks in large part to 
medications and surgeries that 
stave off once fatal or debilitating 
conditions. Most people over the 
age of 80 are not going to have just 
one significant medical condition, 
but two or three. Welcome to the 
world of super special_ists. In . 
cardiology, for example there are 
doctors who specialize in heart 
failure, experts in heart rhythm 
abnormalities and still others who 
care for patients with heart attacks. 
One patient, many problems, 
many doctors, many choices. You 
may ·have heard the old joke that 
people. need to retire so they can 
have enough time to go to all of 
tneir appointments. It may not be 
much consolation, but you, your 
· family and your father are not 
alone. Here are five suggestions 
that may help: · 
1. Ficd a principal-care physician 
to orchestrate care. Let the doctor 
know you are depending on him or 
her to play that role. 2. Add one 
drug at a time. Ask for a periodic 
review of his medications. Know 
which ones cause side effects. 3. 
Figure out what bothers your father 
California Department of Health 
Services on all of the thirteen pilot 
projects they fund throughout the 
state ," stated Ray Mastalish, 
Consultant, Long Term Care 
Integrated Planning Gran~. . 
In addition, a video, "No Wrong 
Door," will be previewed, 
articulating the opportunities and 
challenges that are present today in 
integrating home and community 
based services that assist seniors 
and adults with disabi lit ies to 
remain in their home and 
community for as long as possible. 
"This video features creative ideas 
emerging from a cooperative 
.planning that invo.lves county 
departments and community 
leaders. Our goa l is to assure 
customer friendly services that can 
help seniors and adults with 
disabilities remain in their home," 
stated Mary Blankenship, Chair of 
the Integrated Home and 
Community Based Long Term Care 
Work Team. 
''There is growing conse nsus 
nationally and at the state level that 
long term care services for seniors 
and adults with disabilities need to 
be redesigned. Customer 
expectations are that services need 
to be more friendly and successful. 
The 'No Wrong Door' video 
presents the collaborative vision of 
how this can be accomplished in 
Riverside County," stated Richard 
Smith · who chairs the Public 
Ed ucation Committee of the 
project. "This concern for 
integrating services is also strong at 
the local level. Our number one 
priority in the strategic plan is that 
we move as a county toward a more 
integrated system of services to 
achieve greater efficiency and 
higher customer satisfaction," said 
LuVerne ·Molberg, Director, 
Riverside County Office on Aging. 
Those interested in attending, 
RSVP to 1-800-510-2020, ext. 245 
(limited seating), 
When Health Care Gets 
Overwhelming 
the most. This is the problem that 
should be treated first. Set medical 
priorities. 4. Saying no is OK. 
Faced with difficult cases, doctors 
can be overwhelmed too. Before 
. saying yes to a procedure or new 
regime, think it through. Quiz the 
doctor, consult the primary care 
provider before you act. 5. Stay 
informed. It's a cliche, but 
knowledge is power. Join 
organizations like the American 
Association for Retired Persons 
(AARP). The AARP is a well 
greased network of older persons 
who like your father have traveled 
the same overwhelming road. 
Dr. Levister welcomes reader 
mail concerning their body but 
regrets that he cannot answer 
individual letters. Your letters will 
be incorporated into the column as 
space permits. You may direct 
your letters to Dr. Levister in care 
of Voice New
1
s , P.O. Box 1581, 
Riverside, CA 92502. 
You maq be eligible for 
reduced-rate local residential 
telephone service. 
Universal Lifeline Telephone Service 
(ULTS) is a program that offers eligible 
Californian households access to residential 
telephone service at a reduced rate - approximately. 
half the cost of regular local phone service. 
ULTS is also available to qualifying households 
that currently have local phone service. 
To ~nd out if qou are eligible, call 1-800-478-9494_ 
For TTY/TDD call 1-800-397-5744. 
Universal Lifeline Telephone Service is a program 
of the California Public Utilities Commission. 
89.1 FM • Box 3080 • Redlands, CA 92373 ... (909) 792-0721 
I 
a broadcast service from the Univ~tsity of Redlands 
including chicken, tri-tip beef, 
and all the fixings . The 
barbecue will be from 12 noon 
to 2 p. .m., and costs $10 for 
adults, $7 for children 5-11, and 
a donation for kids under 5. For 
the barbecue, reservations are 
required, and . can be made by 
calling the museum at (909) 
943-3020. 
The museum is located at 2201 
South "A" Street in Perris, 17 
miles south of Riverside on 
· Interstate 215 -- call (909) 657-
2605 for directions. There is 
ample free parking (including 
RV 's, but rio ho·okups) and 
picnic areas. Bring dad for a 
whole day of fun. 
The Black Voice Newspaper II Readers Reap" Poll 
Win a pair of tickets to anywhere US Airways flies in the continental U.S.! 
We want to find out more about the households that read The Black Voice News. Telling us about yourself and the 
businesses you patronize will help us provide even more information and services. Please take a moment to answer the 
questions below. You'll be eligible to win a pair of tickets to any of the hundreds of destinations.that US Airways takes you to in 
the contiguous United States. 
Fill in your answers and contact information below, then mail the entire. form to Readers Reap Poll, The Black Voice News, 
P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, CA 92502. Your. entry must be received by 5 pm., July 1 o, 2000 to be eligible. All information will be 
held strictly confidential. One entry per household. Winner will be chosen in a random drawing and announced the week of July 
17th. The decision of the judges is final. Offer void where prohibited. Wave employees and their families are not eligible. You 
must be 18 years or older. Photo copies of this form are not acceptable. 
1. Age: 
a. _17 or younger 
b. _ 18-34 
C. _35.54 
d. _. _ 55 and above 
2. Sex: 
a. _Female b._Male 




4 . Education: 
a. _Post-graduate 
b. _ Graduated college 
c. _ Attended college 
d. _High school graduate 
5. The annual income for your 
hou .. hold is: 
· a, _$50,000 and above 
b. _$25,000 • $49,999 
c. _ $15,000 · $24,999 
d. _Less than $15,000 
' 6. The number of children In your home 
Is: 
a. _ Three or'rnore 
b. _ 1 or2 
c. _ None 
7. Your residence la: 
a. _ Owned b._'_Rented 
8. What type of vehicle do you own or 
lease? 
a. Make _____ _ 
b. Model _c...._ ___ _ 
c. Year 
9. Which of .these crt>dlt 
cards do you use? (Check 
all that apply) 
a. _ Visa 
b. _Mastercard 
c. _American Express 
d. _Discover Card 
e. _Diners Club 
f. _Major Dept. Store 
1 0. Which of the" restaurants have 
you eaten at In the past month? (Check 
all that apply) 
a. _McDonald's 
b. _Burger King 
c. _CoCo's 
d. _IHOP 
e. _ KFC 
f. _Dominoes 
g. _PiuaHut 
h. _ Wendy's 
i. _Little Caesar's 
j . _Taco Bell 
k. _ Red Lobster 
I. _Popeye's 
m. _Denny's 
n. _T.G.I. Friday's 
o. _Church's 
p. _Subway 
11. In which of the following stores 
have you made a purchase in the past 
90 days? (Check all that apply) 
a. _Macy's 
b. _Robinson May 




g. _ Men's Wearhouse 
h. _Sears 
i. _Target 
j. _ K-Mart 
k. _Wal Mart 
I. _Costco's 
m. _ Marshall's 
n. _Good Guys 
o. _ Burlington Coat 
Factory 
p. _Foot Locker 
q. _RiteAid 
r. _Save-On 
s. _The Gap 
' t. _ Banana Republic 
u. _Home Depot 
v. _ Sam's Club 
w. _Ace Hardware 
x. _True Value 
y. _ Comp USA 
z. _Radio Shack 
aa _Circuit City 
bb _Best Buy 
cc _ The Warehouse 
dd _Blockbuster 
ee _7-Eleven 
If _Stater Bros. 
99 _Ralph's 
hh _Albertson 
ii _ Food 4 Less 
jj _HomeBase 
kk _Office Depot 
II _OfficeMax 
mm _ Auto Zone 
12. Which of these banks do you use 
(Check all that apply) 
a. _Bank of America 
b. _Calif. Federal 
c. _ NationsBank 
d. _ Washington Mutual 
e. _ Wells Fargo 
13. Where do you recieve your 
healthcare? 
a. _UHP Healthcare 
b. _Kaiser Permanente 
c. _ Blue Cross/Blue Shield · 
d. _ Aetna 
e. _Health Net 
f. _Secure Horizons 
g. _ PacifiCare 
h. _CIGNA 
i. _ Riverside Cmty 
j. _SB Community 
k. _St. Bernadine's 
I. Lomalinda 
m. _ Arrowhead SBCO Hosp. 
n. _Inland Empire Health Plan 
o. _SB Community/St. Bera 
p. _Parkview 
q. _Riverside Gen. 
14. Which of these cellular services do 
you use? 
a. _PacBell 
b. _ GTE 
c. _ AirTouchNerizon 
d. _ AT&T Wireless 
e. _Sprint PCS 
f. _ Nextel 
Comments: ______ _ 
15. Do you have access to the Internet? 
a. _Yes b. _No 
To be eligible for the Readers 
Reap drawing, this form must 
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Vincent DeForest, Parks Service, Rev. and Mrs. Paul Carter of Harriet Tubman 
House and Addie Richburg, Founder, International Network to Freedom 
Association. 
Thursday, June 15, 2000 
Bishop George Walker meets 
Delaware Governor Thomas Carper. 
A group p ic ture o f the part icip ants of the 1st Harriet Tubman Pilgrimage. Bis.hop and Mrs. George Walker w ith particpants of the 2000 P ilgrammage and the Muncaster Challenge kids. 
Mrs. Walker are in the center (seated). 
Women of Achievement Luncheon Wrap-Up 
Photos by Willie Hoyrst 
' MC Rickerby Hinds and retired 
educator and former WOA honoree 
Sylvia Martin-James. 
City of Banning Mayor John Hunt 
and Marla Gibbs. 
Cheryl Brolitn and Rickerby Hinds hand out c;ertificates to scholarship 
recipients. 
> 
Francis and Omowale Awe were the 
musicians for Mrs. Annie Webster's 
class at Rio Vista Elementary School. 
Actor Zakes Mokae was escort for 
Marla Gibbs 
Rose Oliver (center) listens as Dr. Abdulmumin and Morongo Councilwoman 
talk. 
Mark Your Calendars for 2001 
Woman of Achievement 
luncheon May 18, 2001 
.•'C• 4 
-~iQf/ 1 
Marla Gibbs enters WOA Luncheon as Dr. Joseph Bailey (right) and Adelita 
Castro (center) greet her, Ray Gonzalez, Nedra Myricks, Theresa Shellcroft, 
and Debbie Brooks look ~n. 




do Navarro, Rosemary Schraer Humanitarian Award recipient. 
I 
Students from Rio Vista School, Mrs. Webster's Class gave a rousing African 




i Mack the Knife 
The notorious outlaw Mack the Knife (Michael Hawkins) attempts to win the confidence of Lucy _ 
Brown (Bets Malone), daughter of the Police Commissioner, in Performance Riverside's production -
of the classic Benoit BrechVKun Weill musical T/19 Threepenny Opera. The show runs June 9. l0, ~ 
16, 17, 23 and 24 at 8:00 p.m., in Landis Auditorium. Call (909) 222-8100 for more information. ~ 
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Fabulous Firsts and Legends Perform on Playboy Stage 
Vie Black Voice News ' with her endearing excellence. 'legendary bassist Charlie international meteoric rise to j~z · 
HOUYWOOD 
By Taylor Jordan 
Mainstream maestro Wynton 
Marsalis, vivacious violinist 
Regina Carter, baritone bluesman 
Lou Rawls, scintillating 
songstress Celia Cruz and the 
triumphant trice turnout of Los 
Van Van will be among the 
highlights of the 22nd annual 
Playboy Jazz Festival this 
Saturday and Sunday, June 17 
and 18. 
The festival will offer two days 
of fabulous firsts featuring 
several premiere international 
artists making their Playboy 
stage debut at the hollywood 
Bowl. tickets are still available 
for both the 2:30 to 11 p.m . 
Saturday show and the 2 to 10:30 
p.m. Sunday set of the festival 
presented in cooperation with the 
Los Angeles Philharmonic . 
Information: Playboy Jazz 
Festival hotline, (310) 449-4070. 
The Saturday lineup includes 
Dianne Reeves, Boney James 
and Rick Braun, the Count Basie 
Orchestra directed by Grover 
Mitchell , Los Van Van, Big Bad 
Voodoo Daddy, Ozomatli, 
Regina Carter Quintet, the John 
Scofield Band, Richard Bona, 
Mingus Amungus and the Los 
Angeles County Aigh School for 
the Arts Jazz Ensemble directed 
by Bobby Rodriguez. 
Sunday performers include 
Wyman Marsalis and the Lincoln 
Center Jazz Orchestra. Celia 
Cruz, Ruben Blades and Editus, 
Lou Rawls, Bela Fleck and the 
Flecktones , Elvin Jones Jazz 
Machine, Norman Brown. David 
Lou Rawls 
Sanchez Sextet, BoneSoir and 
the Spotlight Awards Alumni 
Jazz Band. 
The Cos of Good Music V, the 
fifth edition of a seiect ensemble 
of instrumentalists selected by 
the festi:val's favorite master of 
ceremonies Bill Cosby, will 
feature Grammy Award-winning 
alto saxophonist Gary Bartz , 
noted bassist Dwayne Burno, 
three-time Grammy nominee 
Ndugu Chancier on drums, Texas 
tenor saxophonist Billy Harper, 
trailblazing trumpeter Eddie 
Henderson, piano virtuoso Hilton 
Ruiz and crossover guitar legend 
Wah Wah Watson . This septet 
performs Sunday. 
Marsa lis ha s played to 
enthusiastic, handkerchief-
waving Playboy audiences 
several times leading hi s own 
combo. This year the artistic 
director of the Lincoln Center 
Jazz Orchestra will lead the 
or~hestra considered one of the 
nation 's finest for its Playboy 
debut. 
The orchestra spent I 999 
Celia Cruz 
travelling the world in an 
international salute to the 
centenary of Edward Kennedy 
"Duke" Ellington. This year, the 
Lincoln Center and Count Basie 
orchestras will uphold the big 
band tradition in separate sets at 
Playboy. 
Rawls, a voice equally familiar 
for his crusading charitable work 
with the United Negro College 
Fund, will bring his cool blues to 
Playboy for the first time. 
Rawls' career spans four decades 
and has been highlighted with 60 
albums, numerou s gold and 
platinum records and 13 
Grammy nominations. 
Cruz. considered a legend in 
her own t'ime and the 
international queen of salsa and 
Afro-Cuban music. is expected 
to lead many of the tribute~. to 
her contemporary legend and 
friend. the late Tito Puente.' The 
lady with a star on the 
Hollywood Walk of Fame and a 
Grammy. has earned the same 
esteem held for songbirds Ella 
Fitzgerald and Sarah Vaughn 
GO TO blockbuster.com 
and correctly answer; 
Who won the evening's first 
BLOCKBUSTER ENTERTAINMENT AWARD™? 
Enter by midnight June 23. 
~ To enter by mail see details below. 
~ -~·=;~·te 
The Latinos -- Cruz, Blades, Mingus; jazz fusion guitari,st superstardom after a sting as , 
Los Van Van and Sanchez -- as John Scofield; incendiary swing harry Belafonte ' s musical 
well as O~omatli, an 11-piece artists Big Bad Voodoo Daddy; director. 
Afro-Latino band and winner of and Richard Bona, the East 
Billboard's 1999 Latin Music Cameroon artist enjoying an 
Award, will commemorate the 
contributions of Puente, a festival 
and international favorite who 
died in early June after an 
illustrious career that -spanned 
nearly seven decades. 
Tributes are also expected from 
Playboy performers honoring the 
late Grover Washington jr., one 
of the gentlemen of jazz and a 
principal creator of the 
contemporary, smooth school of 
jazz. Washington, who blasted 
fans into the aisles at the 1999 
Playboy fest and every venue 
where he captuced hearts and 
treated musical palates to tasty 
treats, died suddenly of a heart 
attack following a December 
1999 performance. 
No group has ever played 
Playboy Jazz Festival for three 
consecutive years -- that is until 
Los Van Van hit the bowl by 
storm. Cuba's No. 1 dance band 
literally wowed critics and fans 
alike at Playboy and throughout 
the United States to achieve its 
third invitation to the Los 
Angeles festival. 
Festival first-timers also 
£?.cape to the Portofino Hotel & Yacht Club. The only u· oceanfront hotel in greater Los Angeles. 
This special invitation includes red~ced rates on incredibly 
comfortable guest rooms, spectacular ocean views and dinner 
for two at Pooch's, a Robbin Haas restaurant concept. 
MARINA VIEW OCEAN VIEW 
Rates include d1rmer 
fw two at Pooch s 
fOR RESERVATIONS CALL (800) 468-4292. 
THE PORTO F INO 
11 O I I- I, & YA C. II T C: I. l ' H 
\ , 1>-.1 I l lt11 ~ t tl 11 I ti 
._ ~ I t jt l-.f 
;i;r.~ 1ro/,lrl,1JMSrlrr111ltro<n 
260 P ORTOFI NO \1/a.v REDONDO BEACH , CALIFORNIA 90277 
include Regina Carter, who 
adventurously mixes African, 
Brazilian and soul music; 
BoneSoir. featuring innovative 
trombonists George Bohanon, 
Garrett Brown. Maurice Spears 
afld Phil Ranelin; Mingus 
Amungus. featuring the music of 
• Sulyi·ll lo tlt'tJ1l11hil,~·- S65 dml!t'I ,·rta'rl d(Jes not ,fldude lax or gratuity. Expi"1 9/5/no. 
~---------------------------~ . 
"~TITAN' IS OUT OF THIS WORLD. 
A DAZZLING SCI-Fl ADVENTURE 
_f P,f.!]}:J.E WHQLE FAMILY:4◄ 
"UNLIKE ANYTHING YOUJ",'f EVER SEEN ./~i ,.!l _. ,_: 
-IN AN ANIMATED MOVIE. 1-Jf./ rlP' 
- EVAN WIEN ER, SPIN MAGAZINE. / w' . 
uTHE FUtURE OF ANIMATION.. . KIDS 
AND ADULTS ARE GOING TO BE 
BLOWN AWAY.•• 
- CHRIS GORE, THE N EW MOVIE SHDW W ITH CHRIS GORE 
Pfiamn 
A Mof\n Fnlivol 310i248·Mo\NN lt2Jl ]BX 
S2.00p()llingOlef500PM II 
'Pl"MtlQI Parking l OIS' 
SI OOrefunde<l wlllpakloclmission. 
Uii@ili.i 
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What's Going On 'Round Town Interns Sought I 
divisions including youth and adult 
categories. The 54th edition of the 
fair is themed , " Fish ing fo r 
California Gold." For additional 
information contact (909) 657-
4221. 
tutor training workshOJilS are being 
he ld Jan . 22 and 29 a t th e 
Fontana Library. To sign up or for 
more information , p lease call 
Vi rginia at (909) 350-4211 . 
june 15, Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg, Ice 
·1:;ube, Eminem and Warren G have 
announced plans to join forces for 
a mammoth summer tour set to 
· ½ick off in San Diego. The "Up in 
Smoke" Tour -- a historical summit 
9f the reigning leaders of hip-hop. 
Tickets on sale at Ticketmaster 
• lbcations. 
June 17, 9:00 a.m., have you ever 
thought of opening your heart and 
your home to children in need of 
temporary foster care? If you 
- haye, then you must attend our 
next orientation at the Rialto 
Community Center located at 214 
N. Palm Ave., Rialto in room 203. 
Orientation and trainings are free. 
For reservations and more 
information, call (909) 877-8323. 
June 26-30 , 4:00 to 6:00 p .m., 
' Stylist Jacqui & Alisa are 
• conducting a free weave 
, symposium. Come in and join us 
at ORA'S Wigs, 444 E. Foothill, 
Suite F, 'Rialto. Ora will consult you 
; with the "New" vented pull through 
. -wig that is lightweight and excellent 
·~.i;or thinning hair. Get a free 
-~~onsultation on a weave that best 
:: ~ts you. The Net -- Weave, Pole-
.. ~ ,Weave, lnfusior, (strand-by-strand) 
• .. as seen on Toni Braxton. The skin-
part closure that looks like your 
own scalp. Sign up for weave 
classes. Look for our booth at the 
Juneteenth Jam 2000 at Cal State 
University. Drawing each night for 
wigs, 1/2 off on weaves, human 
hair. For more information contact 
(909) 421-1410 or (909) 381-6111. 
July 14-30 A zesty array of 
entertainers will add their sizzling 
tempos, red-hot rocking, bluesy 
moments and country notions to an 
Orange County Fair theme of "Hot! 
Hot! Hot! We're Spicin' It Up!" when 
the.y take the stage for the headline 
concert series at this year's Fair. 
Located at 88 Fair Drive, Costa 
Mesa , California . For more 
information contact (714) 708-
1543. 
June 23, 7:00 p.m._ to 10:00 p.m., 
Seniors 55 and over will get 
together for Senior Prom Dance at 
the Patton Auditorium located at · 
3102 E. Highland Ave ., Patton . 
Come and dance to the big band 
'.:Sounds of Ken Logan and the 
:Pastels. Cost is $5.00 per person 
:_and tickets are on sale at the 
Highland senior Center. For more 
information call (909) 862-8104. 
July 9, 2 :00 p.m. to 4~00 p.m., 
Afro-Cuban Drumming Workshop 
with Joe Addington and Trio Ache'. 
A musical adventure for all. Listen 
to the music of drummer Joe 
Addington and Trio Ache'. 
Afterwards you will then have the 
opportunity to experiment and play 
the soundsand rhythms of this 
musical art form at Eagle Rock 
Community Cultural Center, 2225 
Colorado Blvd. (At Rockland St.), 
Eagle Rock. For more information 
contact (323) 226-1617. 
Assemblymember John Longville (D-CA) announced that he has volunteer 
student intern positions available in his district office. Internships are 
available throughout the school year and during the summer months. 
The students will intern on a volunteer basis. Students in undergraduate 
and graduate college programs are encouraged to apply. Interns aid · 
professional staffers in performing a wide variety of clerical and support 
tasks such as research, drafting constituent correspondence, opening mail 
and answering phones. Interns should possess some computer and writfng 
skills. 
Interested applicants should contact Adnan Hasan, District Director, in the 
district office at 201 North E. Street, Suite 205 San Bernardino, CA 92401. 
The phone number is 909/388-1413. 
Assemblymember Longville was elected to the California State Assembly 
in 1998 to represent the 62nd Assembly District. 
October 14-22 The Farmers fair 
and Expo invites Riverside County 
residents to turn competitive 
entries into gold at this year's 
annual event. Ribbons and cash 
awards are offered in hundreds of 
Appl ications are now being 
evaluated by The Ten Star All Star 
Basketball Camp. Boys and girls 
ages 7-19 can apply. College 
8 .asketbal l Scholarsh ips are 
possible for the most advanced 
players. For an evaluation form , 
call (704) 372-861 O anytime. 
Volunteers 
Tutors Wanted. Help adults learn 
to read. Volunteers are needed 
for the Adult Lite racy Program 
serving the Fontana, Rialto, and 
Bloomington libraries. The next 
The Salvation Army of Ontario is 
seeking the public's help with food 
and f inancial donations fo r its 
annual community Thanksgiving 
Day Meal on November 25. 
Captain Darren Trimmer of the 
011tario Salvation Army anticiP,ates 
serving 600 meals this year, which 
will be served from 11 a.m. to 2 
p.m. at the Army's church facility at 
1412 S. Euclid Avenue in Ontario. 
For more information, please call 
(909) 986-6748. 
Make Your Next Move --- Your .Best Move 
Intrepid 
• Available on ES model only. 
It's-time to make your move in a 
Dodge Intrepid. MORE MOVES. Freestyle with 
lntrepid's lightweight body and rack-and-pinion steering. 
MORE STYLE. Pull up in the bold, aerodynamic design and cool 
leather interior: MORE POWER. Intrepid gives more power to you with a 
2.7L, 202 HP V6 engine with AutoStick"'.* MORE ROOM. It's your thing. So spread 
your arms and legs in the large passenger space. MORE CONTROL. Do it any way you 
wanna with high performance 4-wheel disc brakes with optional ABS and traction control . 
. More of what you want explains why·lntrepid makes your next move ... your best move. 
e lntrepid~ 
1-800-4-A-DODGE or www.4adodge.com 
Always use ':l,fJQf ~ Remember a bac:itseal tS the safeM pface fo, chifdrer, 
1/2 YEARLY 
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Savings off original prices on selected styles. Hurry in for best select ion; styles may vary by store. BREA MALL, LOS CE RRITOS CENTER, THE GALLERIA AT TYLER/ RIVERS! DE, 
THE GALLERIA AT SOUTH BAY, GLENDALE GALLERIA, MAlNPLACE/SANTA ANA, MONTCLAIR PLAZA, PASEO NU EVO in Sa nta B.arbara, SANTA ANITA FAS HION PARK 
T,HE SHOPS AT MISS IQN VIEJO, SO UTH COAST PLAZA, TOPANGA PLAZA and WESTS IDE PAVILI ON. • 
You can also shop our .Half-Yearly Sale on-line at www.nordstrom.com 
' 
,. 
2000 Mercury Cougar 
MSRP ....... $16,845 
FREEWAY 
DISCOUNT .... $1200 
FACTORY 
REBATE ........ $1000 
s20 




98 FORD ESCORT 99 MERCURY MYSTIQUE 
~··· $10,999 #R2028210 ' #XK622110 
99 FORD RANGER SUPERCAB XLT 99 MERCURY COUGAR 
·$13,999 $13,999 
#XP810615 #X5657421 




' 1 ¥ I 
2000 Mercury _ 
rrrrE~Av-.. $23•630 Grand Marquis GS 
1 AT THIS PRICE 
#YA607082 
DISCOUNT ..... $165O 
FACTORY 
REBATE ......... $1500 
2000 Lincoln Town Car 
Executive 
MSRP ....... $39,910 
FREEWAY 
DISCOUNT .... $6000 
FACTORY 
REBATE .......• $1500 
CUSTOMER PRICE 
$32.410 
931 LINCOLN MARK VIII 93 FORD TAURUS 
$11,999 $12,999 
#P4676202 #WG185587 
97VW JETTA 98 FORD WINDSTAR 
$14,999. $14,999 
.#VM115196 #WBD45817 
99 FORD CLUB WAGON E350 2000 LINCOLN LS VS 
$20,999 -~28999 . , 
#HB00532 #YY757967 · 
